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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
General
T o form a television programme by mixing,
superimposing or using special effects such as
colour-separation overlay, it is necessary that the
constituent video signals arrive at any mixing point in
time coincidence with respect to their line and
picture periods. In addition, with a colour
production, the colour subcarrier burst on each signal
must be in phase with that on every other signal at
the same mixing point. These conditions of sync
pulse and subcarrier synchronism must be satisfied
regardless of the origin of the video signals; e.g.
whether they be from an Outside Broadcast unit, a
telecine machine, a video tape-recorder, or another
studio. (If these conditions are not satisfied the
programme can be formed only by using non-sync
cuts between sources, causing the probability of field
rolls on receivers.)
The time coincidence required is achieved by one
of two methods. Where the video signals use the same
source of synchronising signals (mixed syncs and
colour subcarrier) the method used is to equalise the
time taken over all the routes from the
synchronising-signal source to the mixing point. This
method, known as path-length timing, is used within
single studio centres and O.B. units. The second
method is used between studio centres which, for
flexibility, must be capable of independent operation;
it is used also because pulse-timing advance or video
delay is not practicable with passive delay lines for
durations exceeding about 20 ,us. This procedure of
obtaining time coincidence at a specified mixing
point between video signals using two or more
independent synchronising-signal sources is termed
picture-source synchronising and is the subject of this
Instruction.
When simultaneous synchronism between the same
signals is required at more than one mixing point at
widely separated sites, a field-store synchroniser must
be used. This technique is the subject of lnstruction
P.S*.
Nomenclature
The following technical terms are used:
Picture-source A method of ensuring that video
Synchronising signals,
derived
from
two
synchronising-signal sources arrive
a t a mixing point with their line
and picture timing-pulse edges
coincident within given limits. With
NTSC or PAL colour video signals,
the colour burst subcarrier signals
must be coincident within given
limits. Picture-source synchronising
systems may operate in either a
genlock or a slavelock mode.
*Section 4 of Instruction P.5 is to be published in the near
future.

Synchronising- A source of synchronising signals
signal Source which are derived from the output
of a single reference oscillator. The
signals derived are subcarrier
frequency and twice-line frequency;
they bear a fixed frequency
relationship to each other, which
may be changed only during the
initial synchronising process.
Genlock

T o synchronise, at a mixing point,
video signals derived from only two
synchronising-signal sources; one of
these is at the mixing point, the
other is known as the contribution
source. A comparison of the
relative timing of respective
synchronising components (line and
picture timing and/or subcarrier
phase) is used to generate error
signals which control the timing of
the appropriate component of the
mixing point signal relative t o the
timing of the contribution source.
T o synchronise, at a mixing point,
video signals derived from two or
more synchronising-signal sources
one of which is at the mixing point.
A comparison of the relative timing
of
respective
synchronising
components (line and picture
timing and/or subcarrier phase) is
used to generate error signals which
control the timing of the
appropriate component of the
contribution signals relative to the
timing of the mixing point source.

Natlock

A system of picture-source
synchronising in which the
synchronising signals are derived
from stable reference oscillators
and synchronism between sources is
achieved
by
using
digital
phase-shifting techniques.

PAL -picture
Period

Information in the television
waveform repeats in a two-field
sequence of 625 lines. The V-axis
switch waveform* in the PAL
system has a two-line period; thus
the synchronising information
repeats after a four-field sequence.
The duration of this sequence is
termed the PAL-picture period.

*abbreviated to v.a.s. and otherwise known as PAL
squarewave, PAL ident or 7.8-kHz squarewave.
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Genlock and Slavelock
Genlock and slavelock are identical except for the
feedback arrangements. This is shown in Fig. 1.1. In
both modes the timing comparator is situated at the
mixing point. In genlock the error control signal is
used locally to adjust the timing of the appropriate
sync or subcarrier component of the mixing point
video signal; in slavelock, the error control signal is
fed in the inverted sense to adjust the timing of the
appropriate synchronising component of the
contribution video signal.

which are in the process of being synchronised are
not recorded .)
Two principal methods of picture-source
synchronising have evolved in response to the
differing emphases; these can be classified as Constant
Line-number and Variable Line-number techniques.
The type of system used determines the sequence in
whch phasing is carried out.

Constant Line-number Synchronising
In constant line-number synchronising

the

Conlrobul~on source

I
sognol
source

synchron#slng

s~qnai
error
control

signal

1

Fig. I . 1 Block Diagram Illustrating the Difference Between Genlock and Slavelock

Any system that can be used for slavelock can also
be used
for genlock operation. But a
synchronising-signal source which is capable of
internal genlock operation cannot necessarily be used
for slavelock unless:
a) the error control signal is available in a form
suitable for feeding to other generators, and
b) the feedback-loop timedelay is acceptable whilst
maintaining stability.

Phasing Sequence
Sources often have to be synchronised while they
are on transmission and therefore the operation must
be done in such a way as to avoid objectionable
disturbance to the displayed picture. But there is also
the conflicting operational requirement that the
synchronising operation must be completed in the
shortest possible time. (In general, colour signals

relationship between line and field frequencies is
maintained so that the standard number of Lines
occurs in each field. The signals are brought into
synchronism by temporarily changing the line
frequency (and consequently the field frequency
also) by a small fraction. Approximate picture
phasing is completed first, followed by line phasing
and then subcarrier phasing.
The process of synchronising monochrome signals
can be made slow enough to cope with the problem
of inertia in mechanical systems; for example,
monochrome signals recorded by a video
tape-recorder during the process of synchronising can
be replayed synchronously. But there is no such
advantage when synchronising colour video signals
because of the fixed relationship between subcarrier
and line frequencies:
either
for an acceptable synchronising time the rate of
phasechange of the subcarrier signal would be too
great
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or
for an acceptable rate of phase-change the
synchronising time would be intolerably long.
Because of these limitations, subcarrier phasing is
performed independently of line phasing and colour
synchronism is not achieved until after line phasing is
complete. A video tape-recording of signals
undergoing this process cannot be replayed
synchronously.
BBC-designed synchronising systems use the
constant line-number technique.

VariableLine-numbet Synchmnising
In variable line-number synchronising the
relationship between line and field frequencies is
changed by maintaining line frequency and changing
the division ratio of the twice-line-frequency to
field-frequency divider. This allows subcarrier and
line phasing to be carried out first and maintained
during picture phasing.

The change in picture repetition rate can be
achieved only by changing the number of lines per
picture by an integer, usually between one and three.
While picture phasing is being carried out interlace
must be maintained and so, in practice, the minimum
change in lines per picture is two; this is a phase
change equivalent to one field in about six seconds.
A disadvantage of this method is that mechanical
systems are unable to accommodate such rapid
changes of picture phase. Furthermore, a video signal
that has had lines added to or subtracted from it is
non-standard. For example, the output of a video
tape-recorder that is synchronous with station sync
pulses becomes non-synchronous when such a
non-standard waveform is replayed.
Variable line-number synchronising is used, in spite
of these disadvantages, where there is a fast genlock
requirement; it is not readily adaptable for use in
slavelock.
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SECTION 2
THE NATLOCK SYSTEM
General
Natlock is a constant line-number, automatic,
picture-source synchronisiig system for use with
625-line PAL System-I colour television signals. It is
adaptable for use on other standards. Synchronising
signals at each constituent source are derived from a
Natlock reference oscillator (whose frequency is
chosen for ease of division). Each oscillator is stable
to an accuracy such that any timing error resulting
from the inherent frequency drift between reference
oscillators requires correction in steps imperceptible
on a displayed picture. Accepted tolerances for
timing errors between synchronous signals are +50 ns
in sync-pulse timing and 1*3" in subcarrier phasing.
Synchronism thus defined avoids any disturbance to
mechanical systems.
Certain aspects of PAL video signals also affect
picture-source synchronising.

*

Subcamet/sync phase
The subcamer signal in the colour burst has no
specified phase (or time) relationship with the start of
line-sync pukes (see Instruction P.8, page 1.11). Thus
the timing limits for sync-pulse edges are independent
of the phasing limits for the subcamer sipal in the
colour burst; therefore the phase of this subcarrier
can be varied independently of the sync-pulse timing.
The fact that the subcarrier/sync phase relationship
can be varied (and the technique used to vary the
phase of the subcarrier signal) implies that the
picture-source synchronising processes for subcarrier
signals and for sync-pulses must be separate and

independent. For example, the subcarrier signal used
at a mixing point can be genlocked to that used at a
contribution source while the sync-pulses from the
contribution source are slavelocked.

Vaxis Switch
The V-axis switch changes the polarity of the R-Y
signal on alternate' lines. Thus a four-field
(PAL-picture) period must be used in PAL colour
picture-source synchronising systems as opposed to
the two-field period used in monochrome (and
NTSC) systems. (Refer to PAL-picture period on page
1.1)
Blanking of the colour burst on nine lines of the
field-interval signal is arranged to finish with a
positivegoing edge of V-axis switch to equalise the
phase error of regenerated subcarrier on successive
fields. The burst blanking (Bruch Blanking) has
therefore a fundamental period of four fields, defined
by Fig.2.1.
Subcarner Frequency
The Natlock reference frequency fNAT(generated
by
the
reference
oscillator
at
each
synchronising-signal source) is related to line
frequency fL by the equation:
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Colour subcarrier frequency f p A ~is also related to
line frequency by the equation:

signals falls; they are transmitted to the appropriate
signal source either by direct connection or by a tone
coderdecoder system using an a.c.-coupled control
line.
When using the tone coderldecoder system
advantage is taken of the fact that the error-ranges are
not independent of each other once synchronism has
been established (because both the sync pulse timing
errors and subcarrier phase errors arise from the same
cause: a frequency difference between Natlock
reference oscillators at mixing point and contribution
source). The number of error-ranges is reduced by
giving priority to sync-pulse timing error control
signals in the tone coder.

= 4.433 6 18 75 MHz

Thus there is a fixed relatioqship between the
frequencies of Natlock reference, line and
colour-subcarrier signals.
Because line and tield irequenc~esare also relaled.

the subcarrier frequency can be expressed in terms of
field frequency:

Thus in a PAL colour video signal, a particular
subcarrier/sync phase relationship repeats after an
eight-field period (containing 709 379 cycles of
subcarrier). Although this eight-field period is the
true fundamental period of a PAL colour video signal,
the independence of the subcarrierlsync phase
relationship makes this period of no consequence
except for video tape recordings.
T o summarise these requirements, the Natlock
system must include:
a) two separate synchronising systems for syncs a~id
subcarrier,
b) a sync-pulse timing comparator which detects a
timing error between the four-field periods of the
video signals,
c) subcarrier, line and. field frequencies which bear a
fixed relationship to each other when
synchronised.

The basic arrangement of the Natlock system is
shown in simplified form in Fig.2.2. Reference
(mixing point)
waveform
and
controlled
(contribution) waveform are fed to both sync and
subcarrier comparators which produce two sets of
error control signal outputs related to the difference
in timing between sync and subcarrier components of
the mixing-point and contribution input signals,
respectively.

.

Because Natlock is a constant line-number
synchronising system, the error signals are fed (by
direct connection in this example) both to a
waveform generator drive unit and also to a subcarrier
phase shifter. In the drive unit the frequency and
phase of a twice-line frequency signal f 2~ and the
frequency of a Natlock reference frequency signal
~ N A Tare controlled by the sync-pulse timing error
control signals known as A', R', lf (and defined in
Section 3). In the phase shifter the phase of the
subcarrier frequency signal fPG1 (derived from
fiqAT in a frequency converter) is controlled by the
colour subcarrier error control signal 6 .(Instruction
CP.3 gives details of digital phase-shifting
techniques.)

Figi2.2 Basic Arrangement of rhe Natlock System

Natlock Error Correction
When video and error signal paths are established in
a Natlock system, the video signals must initially be
brought into phase within the accepted tolerances
and then maintained in phase by imperceptible timing
corrections. These two functions are determined by
d.c. error control signals generated by a sync-pulse
timing comparator and a subcarrier phase
comparator. The error signals describe the error-range
into which the time or phase error between the

If the mixing point signal is taken as the timing
reference and if the timing of the contribution signal
is controlled (in this analysis via a tone coderldecoder
system) by the phase of the twice-line and subcarrier
signals then the comparators analyse the timing and
phase errors into the ranges listed in columns (ii) and
(iii) of Table 2.1 and generate the error control
signals in column (iv). The control functions listed in
column (i) refer to the corrections required at a fully
slavelocked contribution source, and the corrections

applied t o twice-line subcarrier and Natlock reference
frequency signals at that source are listed in column
(v).
Error Control Signals and Tone Coding
Three binary-coded and one ternary-coded d.c.
error control signals describe in seven combinations
the correction modes employed. Because these error
signals must be transmittable over low-grade
a.c.-coupled control circuits a tone coderldecoder
system is used. A variable equaliser, designed to
correct the control circuit response, is essential on
BPO lines.
A system is employed which minimises propagation
delay by using tilters to exclude uut-ol-band
interference. The error signals corresponding to each
specific instruction are coded, by a frequency-shift
keying process, to generate one of seven discrete
tones to convey error information. (An eighth tone is
generated as a test signal). Because seven error-tone
frequencies are available this signal has been termed a
seven-tone signal, but this is perhaps misleading; only
one tone is transmitted at any time.
Synchronising Time
The maximum time taken to establish synchronism
between two picture sources depends on the initial
frequency difference between the associated Natlock
reference oscillators.
In the worst case the maximum time required to
synchronise colour video signals is about 6 minutes.
This occurs when the reference oscillators are initially
within 3 parts in 10' of each other (equivalent to a
drift between the two signals of 12 ns per picture
period or 1 ,us in 3.3 seconds). The 6 minutes is
made up of 224 seconds of coarse correction (the
maximum initial error is two fields and the correction
rate is 112 seconds per field); about 5 0 seconds of
fine correction; 6 0 seconds for the Natlock oscillator
to be adjusted to within the colour tolerance of
better than 1 part in I @ , and about 5 seconds for
subcarrier phase correction.
The
corresponding
time
to synchronise
monochrome signals is about 160 seconds, made up
of 112 seconds (5 6'00 fields duration) of coarse
correction and about 5 0 seconds of fine correction.
These maximum times are not taken on every
occasion the system is used to establish dnchronism
because the signals are not always totally out of phase
before locking begins. (It is often possible to reduce
the frequency error and provide manual PAL-picture
phasing before the error circuit is available.)
The problem of oscillator drift can be alleviated by
the use of the Rubidium Frequency Standard whose

stability is better than 5 parts in 10" (equivalent t o
a clock acquiring a time error of 1 second in 560
years). This frequency standard is described in detail
in Instruction GP.4. Use of two such rubidium
oscillators as reference-frequency sources ensures that
once the initial phasing process has been performed
the sync-pulse timing need not be corrected for up to
an hour, but the phase drift of the subcarrier signals,
which is of the order of one nano-second per minute,
still requires automatic correction. This mode of
operation has been termed Rubilock.

Propagation Delays and Slavelock Stability
In considermg the behaviour of the Natlock system
account must also be taken of the effect of the
various delays arising both from transmission times
for video and error control signals and also from
equipment delays occurring in the tone coder, tone
decoder and timing and subcarrier comparators.
The system is designed on the assumption that the
sum of these delays does not exceed 4 0 ms. If this
condition is met the system is unconditionally stable
because time is always available to assess the effect of
one correcting step before a decision is made whether
or not to make another.
If the loop delay of 4 0 ms is slightly exceeded the
system does not immediately become uncontrollably
unstable. In fact the stability depends on the relative
drift between Natlock oscillators. One or two
over-runs on coarse correction (ranges 1 and 7 in
Table 2.1) occur before the initial stage of correction
ends in the coarse comparator dead-space of i l 2 u s.
After this the system behaves as described except that
one additional correcting step will always be made, so
that synchronism is ,maintained by pairs of steps
occurring half as often. The fine correction (ranges 2
and 6) has a dead space of 6 0 ns (in ranges 3 , 4 and
5 ) , so there is no possibility of a double step reversing
the sense of the timing error, thereby causing
hunting.
A difficulty arises in outside-broadcast useage when
Natlock is used to synchronise a colour video signal
originated by a mobile contribution source with the
signal at a stationary mixing point. The phase change
on the subcarrier caused by the change in radio
path-length (Doppler shift) can be corrected by the
colour subcarrier phase shifter for radial velocities up
to about 15 m.pb. T o overcome the problem with
higher velocities both the tolerance of subcarrier
phasing and the phase step size have been doubled
and the sampling and correction rate also doubled to
once every field. This increases the useable radial
velocity t o about 60 m.p.h.

Continued on page 2.5
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TABLE 2.1

(iii)

Emr
Connol Function

Sync-pulse Timing
(w.r.t. Mixing Point)

!

Slavelock Correction at Contribution S q c e

Error
:
Control Signalj

Mean SubcammerbumtPhase
(w.r.t. Mixing Point),

1

1. Fast Retard

reduced--by 1 part in- 5600
i.e. 5.6 Hz. (An effective
retardation of 180 p l s or 1
field in 112 s)

B is early by more
than 12 p s

I

immaterial
2. Retard

1

1

B . is early by less

timing retarded in steps of
18 ns (0.2' at f 2 ~once
) per
picture period; i.e. 25 times
per second.

than 12 p s and
more than 50 ns

3. Colour Retard

4. Normal

*

less'than 1.3" at f

p

~

B is late by more than

5. Colour Advance

subcarrier-burst phase
retarded by 1-5' once
per piecure period
(180' in 4-8 s)

C' (retard)

B it early by more than
1.3 at fpAL

less
than
350 ns

~

Twice-line, subcarrier and Natlock reference
part in 10" of nominal. (Drive unit and
mode in the absence of applied
Synchronising Time on page 2.3)

I

C' (advance)

1.3' at fPAL

6. Advance

subcarrier-burst phase
advanced by 1 . 9 once
per picture period
(180' in 4-8 s)

'timing advanced in steps of
18 ns (0.2' at f2L) once per
picture period; i.e. 25 times
per secmd

B is late by less than
12 p s and
than 50 ns

keduced in steps of 0-01 Hz at a
w i m u m rate of 12.5 Hz (inhibited
Pntil line synchronism has once been
'achieved)

more

increased in steps of 0.01 Hz at a
maximum rate of 12.5 Hz (inhibited
until line synchronism has once been
achieved)

immaterial

7. Fast Advance

B is late by more
than 12 p s

increased by 1 part in 5600
i.e. 5- 6 Hz. (An. effective
advane of 180 psls or I
field in 112 s)

1

1

see page 2.2 of text
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SECTION 3
APPLICATIONS OF THE NATJBCK SYSTEM

General
The block dlagrams shown in Figs.3.1 to 3.5
illustrate examples of typical Natlock installations,
simplified to show only one mode of operation in
each. A practical installation can often be operated in
any of the first three modes by switch selection. The
first is explained in detail; subsequent descriptions
concern each system as a whole except where internal
operation of units must be considered.
A complete list of all the equipments and plug-in
units used for Natlock is given at the end of this
Section in Table 3.3. Indices in the text refer to this
table.
Slavelocked Syncs; Slavelocked Subcarrier
The full slavelock mode is the one for which
Natlock (National Slavelock) was originally designed;
it allows any number of sources to be made
synchronous at a mixing point. A disadvantage is that
each contribution source requires a control line in
addition to its video route. The maximum working
distance depends on transmission delays, but
operation is possible at loop distances of 2 000 km or
more.
In the example shown in Fig. 3.1 (which in
o ~ rational
e
areas is referred to as Natlock Slavelock)
a' drive unit' at each source generates at lock
reference frequency ~ N A T At
. the mixing point this is
frequencydivided to provide twice-line frequency
f 2 to
~ drive the sync-pulse generator. A converte?
changes the Natlock reference frequency input to
PAL subcarrier frequency fPAL which is fed to a
colour subcarrier phase comparator9, a PAL coder,
the video mixer and a tone coder (part of the
error-signal generator' 6 ) .
The video signal from the contribution source is fed
at the mixing point to the video mixer, to the
error-signal generator and to the phase comparator.
Sync-pulse Comparison
In the error-signal generator a sync separator
extracts mixed syncs and colour burst from the video
input. A sync process unit derives pulses at line, field
and picture rate from the mixing point and
contribution mixed sync inputs. These pulse outputs
are combined with mixing point V-axis switch and
contribution V-axis switch (regenerated from the
burst) in a PAL analysis unit. This unit provides pulse
outputs in a four-field (PAL-picture) sequence when
$e colour burst input is present. (When a

monochrome contribution signal is received the PAL
analysis unit passes the pulses unchanged.)
The comparator unit delivers three binary-coded
error control signals F', A', R' in accordance with the
relative timing of the pulses at its inputs. (See
Table 3.1.) The comparator has two ranges of
operation: coarse and fine. In the coarse range
(timing error greater than 12 ps) PAL-picture pulses
are compared and the F' error signal is generated in
addition to the A' or R' signals. Coarse comparison
ends within 12 p s of line synchronism, whether
approaching from advance or retard timing: fine
comparison of line-frequency pulses continues with
A' or R' signals, ending in a 250 ns dead-space.
Subcam'er Comparison
In the colour subcarrier phase comparator a
burst-gate delay compensates for the delay between
pulse inputs and video output of the PAL coder. The
contribution video signal is gated by the delayed
signal to lock a burst-locked oscillator whose output
is f P A ~from the contribution source. Remote and
local pulse units compare the phase relationship of
the two subcarrier signals and produce a single
ternary -coded error control signal 6 .The comparator
dead-space is k 1 3".
Tone Coding
The four error control signals (defined by Table 3.1
and with voltage tolerances given in Table 3.2) are
combined in a tone coder to give one of the seven
frequencies listed in Table 3.1 for transmission over a
low-grade control-line circuit to the contribution
source. The response of the control circuit is
corrected by an equaliser integral with the tone
decoder2 (or in studio useage by a separate unit').
The tone decoder reconstitutes the original d.c. error
signals which are used both to alter the division ratio
of the variable dividers in the drive unit and also to
control the digital phase shifter7". This phase shifter
can advance or retard its output phase in discrete
steps of 1.5" once every picture period in response to
the applied error signal C'.
Frequency Correction
An oscillator correction unit2' driven by the A'
and R' signals is used at the contribution source to
correct the frequency of the drive unit oscillator to
within 1 part in lo9 (0.01 Hz at fNAT) of the mixing
point frequency.
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Fig.3.1 Example of Natlock Using Slavelocked Syncs and Slavelocked Subcarrier

TABLE 3.2

TABLE 3.1

1

Error Control Signal Tolerances

Error Control Signals
'-(V)

Error Tone

Control Function

Acrual Voltage ~olerances

Nominal
Voltage
Binafy

-6

1. Fast Retard

0

-6

0

892

-6

0

977
1071

2. Retard

0

0

3. Colour Retard

0

0

0

4. Normal

0

0

0

5. Colour Advance

0

0

0

6. Advance
7. Fast Advance

. t

0

-6

-3

0

-6

I

Ternary

.

$ore +ve than - 13

more +ve than - 1-5

-3

1

-

from -2.5 to -3.25

-6

qore -ve than -4.5

more -ve than -4.5

0

1173
1285

-6

0

0

1407

-6

0

0

1542

Contitiued oti page 3.5
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3.5

Genlocked Syncs; Genlocked Subcarrier
In this arrangement (which in operational areas
may be referred t o as Natlock Genlock) shown in
Fig. 3.2, the error control signals generated at the
mixing point are used, either by direct connection (as
illustrated) or via a tone coderldecoder combination,
to control the drive unit and digital phase shifter at
the mixing point. The logic of the error control
signals is inverted in this mode to .give correction in
the required sense. (The inversion of the binary-coded
signals requires the transposition of A' and R' signals;
the ternary-coded inversion of the C signal requires an
additional unit2 when direct connection is used.)
This mode has the advantage that a control line is
not needed, but the disadvantage that only one
source at a time can be made synchronous at the
mixing point. Disturbance to synchronising signals at
the mixing point is caused while initial synchronising
is taking place.
The time taken t o synchronise sources using this
arrangement (about 6 minutes maximum) precludes
changing the contribution source during transmission.
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Frequency Genlock Operation
A frequency genlock (otherwise described as
separate oscillator control) system is shown in
Fig.3.3. This mode is normally used only when the
contribution source is using a Natlock reference
oscillator whose frequency cannot be varied, typically
a Television Centre pulse chain or a Rubidium
Frequency Standard (see Instmction GP.4). The
Natlock oscillator at the mixing point source is
automatically adjusted by the local A' and R' error
control signals (i.e. genlocked) to the same frequency
as the contributing reference. Natlock error tqnes to
the otherwise slavelocked contribution .souice then
adjust the phase of twice-line and subcarrier signals t o
bring the contribution video signal into synchronism
at the mixing point.
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Continued on page 3.7
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3.7

Path-lengh Timed sync; Slavelock Subcarrier
In the system shown in ~ i3.4~(in. operational
areas referred to as Colour Phasing) the feeds of sync
pulses to both mixers are taken from the same
sync-pulse generator and the feed to the mixer at the
mixing point is delayed either by lumped-constant
delay network 'or by additional cable to achieve
sync-pulse synchronism. This method of timing is
more difficult to apply to the subcarrier signal
because of the tighter tolerances required. (A timing
change of 0.8 ns, equivalent to 1 3 O at 4-43 MHz, is
equivalent to a path-length change of 6 inches of
coaxial cable.) The subcarrier is therefore slavelocked
at the contribution source.
This arrangement is used for individual areas within
studio centres; for example telecine, video
tape-recording and other studios.

output

mlxlng

point

contributton

source

G

Fig.3.4 Example of Natlock Using Pattr-length Timed S ncs and Slavelocked Subcarrier
I

iI
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Common Clock (Isochronous) Operation
In the system shown in Fig. 3.5, Natlock reference
frequency is derived from a common central source
(hence the term Common Clock) and distributed to a
subsidiary mixing point and its associated
contribution source. (In this example the central
source is not shown.) This system has the advantage
that the drive units can be of a simpler type1' and
that oscillator correction units are not required.
A 12.5-Hz squarewave whose positive-going
transitions mark the beginning of the PAL-picture
period of sync-pulses is generated at the central
source and distributed to all subsidiary areas. This
squarewave is compared with a similar signal
(generated locally in each studio) to derive F' error
control signals whch, in the absence of Natlock error
tone from the central area, bring the local studio
pulses to within 20 p s of synchronism. Thus, when
Natlock error tone is connected, the residual time to
achieve synchronism between colour video signals is
considerably reduced (to about 30 seconds
maximum).
This system is used for example within the West
London Studios complex: Television Centre-Lime
Grove-Television Theatre.
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3.9

TABLE 3.3
NATLOCK EQUIPMENT
INDEX OF CODED UNMS
.

1. Natlock Tone Equalising
Amplifier
2. Tone Decoder
3. Natlock-to-PAL Converter

4. ~ a t l & kRef12L Converter

5.

Line-to-Natlock
Converter

6.

Natlock Reference
Synthesiser

7.

Colour Subcamer
Phase Shifter

8. Colour Subcamer
Phase Shifter (6-way)

9. Colour Subcarrier
Phase Comparator
(2-Y)

10. Colour Subcamer
Phase Comparator
(6-way)

11. Colour Subcarrier
Phase Comparator
(4-way)

12. Burst Phase Comparison
Studio Equipment
(6-way)

P.1

Parent
Equipment'

Plug-in Units

Rintedwiring Cads

Independent
Plug-in Units'

P. 1

January 1972

3.10

!%I!DExOF CODED UNZlS (Continued)
Unit

Parent
Equipment1

Plug-in Units
--.

13. Burst Phase Comparison
Studio Equipment
@-way)

Printedwiring Cads

Independent
Plug-in Units1

--

GE11564
GE1/565
PS2193H
PS21111

(2)'

14. Natlock Tone Test
Equipment
15. Waveform Generator
Drive Unit

16. Error Signal Generator

17. Waveform Generator
Drive Unit

18. Error Signal Generator
(4-way)

19. Colour Picture Phase
Pulse Generator
2fX Natlock Error Monitor
2 1. Oscillator Correction
Unit
22. Error Inverter Unit
Notes
1. Parent Equipments and Independent Plug-in Units are arranged in alphaaumerical code order adnamed in the
first column.
2. The PS2/22B forms part of the AM71509.
3. Numbers in brackets indicate the number of printed-wiring cards or plug-in units contained within each plug-in
unit or parent equipment, respectively.
4. The PS2122A forms part of the C02/545.
When ordering Technical Instructions all relevant codes must be requested.
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COLOUR SUBCARRIER FREQUENCY CONVERTER C02/521
Introduction
The C02/521 accepts a feed of PAL colour
subcarrier signal and produces two outputs at
15/16 of the input frequency. The C02/521 is used
to feed one or more Digital Phase Shift Units
C02/522. If more than two C02/522 units are fed
from a C02/521, a distribution amplifier must be
used to improve the isolation between the inputs
of each of the C02/522. The C02/521 contains a
Modulator MD2/504 and four bistable units
UN9/528.
The C02/521 is constructed on a CH1/12A
chassis with index-peg positions 7 and 32.
Circuit Description
A circuit diagram of the C02/521 is given in
Fig. 1 on page 3. The input subcarrier signal,
amplified in transistor TR1, is fed to two emitter
followers TR2 and TR3. The output of transistor
TR2 is fed to a squaring circuit which includes
transistors TR4 and TR5. This circuit is similar
to a Schmitt trigger circuit except that the emitter
resistor R17 is decoupled by capacitor C8 (0.1 pF =
0.36 ohm at 4.43 MHz). Thus at this frequency the
circuit is a slicing amplifier. The slicing range is less
than the backlash of the equivalent Schmitt circuit,
and so gives a shorter rise-time of the output wave-

form fed to a divide-by-sixteen counter.
The 277-kHz square-wave output of this chain
is fed via a low-pass filter and emitter follower to
an input of the modulator MD2/504. A second
input of the modulator is fed with subcarrier signal
from emitter follower TR3.
The output waveform of the modulator takes the
classic form (see Instruction L.l) with 16 cycles of
the subcarrier signal within one cycle of the lower
frequency envelope. This output is fed via a preset
level control resistor R19 to a tuned two-stage
amplifier. The tuned circuit L3 and C12 is tuned to
the unwanted sideband output of the modulator 4-71
MHz to provide negative feedback at this frequency.
Tuned circuit L2 and C11, tuned to the wanted
sideband at 4.16 MHz, is loosely coupled to a
similar tuned circuit L4 and C14 via the very low
impedance of capacitor C11.
Transistors TR8 and TRlO form part of a
complementary two-stage negative-feedback output
amplifier.

Test Procedure
The test procedure for the C02/521 is given as
part of the test procedure for the EPlLl509.
MJR 9/67
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DIGITAL PHASE SHIlT UNIT C02/522
Introduction
The C02/522 accepts a signal at 15/16 of colour
subcarrier frequency from an associated C02/521,
a d.c. error signal and a video signal: it produces
an output signal at colour subcarrier frequency
whose phase is dependent upon the error signal.
The phase of the output signal is digitally controlled
in steps of 1a5 degrees. The C02/522 contains two
Modulators MD2/504 and eleven bistable units
UN9/528.
The C02/522 is constructed on a B-sized CHI138
chassis with index-peg positions 7 and 36.

control
circuit

Fig. I Simplified Block Diagram of the C02/522

General Description
A simplified block diagram of the C02/522 is
shown in Fig. 1. The input signal at 15/16 of
subcarrier frequency is fed to two modulators and
a counter which is used as a frequency divider.
This counter has a normal division ratio of fifteen
which can be made fourteen or sixteen for one of
the 166,261 (approx.) counts in each picture period.
The change in the counter ratio is produced by a
control circuit which is fed with the error signal.
The output of the divide-by-fifteen counter is fed
to an input of the first modulator whose output
circuit is tuned to the sum of the input frequencies.

This sum is subcarrier frequency. This subcarrier
signal is fed to a divide-by-sixteen counter whose
output is fed to an input of the second modulator.
The output circuit of the second modulator is tuned
to the sum of the input frequencies. This sum is
also subcarrier frequency.
A change of one in the ratio of the divide-byfifteen counter produces a 1-5degree phase shift in
the final output subcamer signal with respect to
the input subcarrier signal of the associated
C02/52 1.
A more detailed block diagram is shown in Fig.
2. The input signal is fed to three input amplifiers which feed a squaring circuit and two modulators. The squaring circuit feeds a four-stage
counter with feedback switchable to the first two
stages. This gives a count of 14, 15 or 16. The
output of the counter is fed via a low-pass filter and
emitter follower to an input of the first modulator.
The output of this modulator is fed via a tuned
amplifier, a squaring circuit, a divide-by-sixteen
counter, a low-pass filter and an emitter follower
to an input of the second modulator. The output
of the second modulator is fed via a tuned amplifier
to an output amplifier.
The C02/522 accepts either a video signal or a
feed of mixed sync pulses as an input on pin 5.
The picture information of a video signal is removed
by a sync separator which feeds inverted sync
pulses to a monostable multivibrator and a fieldsync separator. The output pulse duration of the
monostable circuit is 45 ps to avoid double triggering during the field sync period. The output of the
field-sync separator triggers a monostable multivibrator with an output pulse duration of 4 ms.
The output pulses of the two monostable circuits
are differentiated to obtain shorter pulses (20 ps
and 2 p respectively). These shortened pulses are
fed to an AND gate whose output is a positivegoing pulse once a picture. This pulse triggers a
monostable multivibrator with an output pulse
duration of 8 ps.
The 8 y s picture pulse switches bistable unit No.
9 into the Reset condition. The unit is switched
into the Set condition at the end of every count of
the divide-by-fifteen counter by the output pulse of
bistable unit No. 8. The behaviour of the remainder
of the control circuit is given in Table 1. For the
remaining counts in each picture period the normal
ratio of divide-by-fifteen is maintained.
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Circuit Description
The circuit-of the C02/522 is given in Fig. 3.
The picture-pulse circuit on card C is similar to that
of the UN17/503. The remainder of the sub-circuits
are similar to those of the C02/521.

1

1

6

normal

16

+ 14

advance

Test Procedure
The test procedure for the C02/522 is given as
part of the test procedure for the EP1/509.
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1
N A T m REFERENCE SYNTHESISER C021545

Introduction
The C02/545 accepts a stable frequency of 5MHz
and derives from it stable frequencies of 4.5 MHz and
44296875 MHz (Natlock frequency). It is designed
for use in any area having a, stable frequency standard
with a 5-MHz output.
The synthesiser is constructed on a CH1112A
chassis with index-peg numbers 47 and 49. Power for
the synthesiser is provided by a PS2/22A Stabilised
Power Supply adjusted to give a reduced output
voltage (-5.25 volts). The PS2122A is constructed on
the same chassis as the rest of the synthesiser.
General Description
Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the synthesiser.
The 5-MHz input is divided down to 500 kHz by a
e l 0 system and these two signals are applied to a
modulator. The lower sideband (4.5 MHz) of the
modulation process is selected by a crystal filter to
provide the 4.5-MHz output of the synthesiser.
The 4.5-MHz signal is then divided down to
70-3125 kHz bv a +M system. and these two ~ignals
second modulator. The lower
are applied .to.
side band (4.4296875 MHz) ot' . this modulation
process is selected by a second crystal filter to
provide the synthesised Natlock-frequency output.

General Specification

Input

SiMHz sinewave, 1 volt
p-p +6 dB.

Input Impedance

approximately
kilohm.

outputs

4-5 MHz sinewave, 1
volt p-p across 75
ohms.
4.4296875 MHz
sinewave, 1 volt p-p
across 75 ohms.

Output Impedance

75 ohms.

Power Input

240 volts a.c. fused at
150 mA.

Internal PS2/22A Output

-5.25 volts k0.3 volts.

Temperature Range

OOC

Weight

1 kg (2 b.4 oz.)

to 40•‹C

Mat leek

Fig. I.

Block Diagram of the C02/545

1
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Fig. 2

Waveformsat Test Points in the C02/545

Monitor Points
5 MHz

5 MHz synthesiser
input, 1 volt p-p 2 6 dB,
sinewave.
5 0 0 k H z , approximately 2 volts p p ,
waveform as shown in
Fig. 2 (a).
70.3 125 kHz, approximately 3 volts p-p,
waveform as shown in
Fig. 2 (b).

4.5 MHz

4.5 MHz synthesiser
output, approximately
1 volt p-p sinewave.

Natlock

4 . 4 2 9 6 8 7 5 MHz
synthesiser o u t p u t ,
approximately 1 volt
p-p sinewave.

Circuit Description
The circuit of the synthesiser is shown in Fig. 3.
The 5MHz input is amplified by TRI and applied to
a digital t 10 circuit IC 1. The output of IC 1 is at 0.5
MHz and is fed together with the 5-M?iz input signal
to MOD 1.
MODl output is applied to emitter follower TR2
which provides a low-impedance drive to the frequency-selective bridge formed by C5, C6, XLl and
T1 primary. Capacitor C6, XL1 and half of T1
primary form a series-resonant circuit at 4.5 MHz.
Capacitor C5 balances the shunt capacitance of XL.1
to provide neutralisation for the unwanted components of the modulator output.
The secondary of T1 drives a common-base
amplifier TR3 which in turn drives two emitter

followers, TR4 and TR6. The 4-5-MHz output of.the
synthesiser is taken from TR6.
The 4-5-MHz output of TR4 is amplified by TR7
and applied to a digital +64 system comprising 1C2,
IC3 and IC4, which are identical 4 circuits. IC4
output is at 70.3 125 kHz and this is fed together with
the 4.5-MHz signal to MOD 2.
MOD2 output passes via gain control R25 and
emitter follower TR8 to the frequency selective
bridge formed by C14, C15, XL2 and T2 primary.
T h ~ sbridge operates in the same way as that
associated with T1 primary except that the required
frequency is now the difference between 4.5 MHz
and 70.3 125 kHz i.e. 4.4296875 MHz.
T2 secondary drives a common-base amplifier TR9
which in turn drives the output emitter follower
TRIO.

Testing the C021545
Equipment Required
Oscilloscope and probe with level response up to
5 MHz.
Frequency counter to resolve 5 MHz + 0.1 Hz.
Three 75-ohm terminations.
Switched attenuator 75-ohm, 12dB.
Source of 5 MHz 0-1 Hz sinewave, at 2V p p from
75-ohms.
AVO Model 8.
Test connector, e.g. PN3A/18 suitable wired with
75-ohm termination on pin 15.
EPlMl508 Remote Signal Analyser.
4.4296875-MHz parallel-resonant crystal for burstlocked oscillator in EPlMl508.
GE4L1520 Non-Linearity Test Signal Generator.

+

Test Procedure
Connect the AVO 8 across C3 on the PS2122A
1.
Power Supplier board. Switch on the mains
and adjust RVl for -5.25 volts 0.3 volts.
2. Terminate the Natlock and 4-5-MHzoutputs in
75 ohms.
3. Connect the 2-volt p-p 5-MHz source to the
synthesiser input via the switched attenuator.
Set the attenuator to 6 dB to give a synthesiser
input level of 1 volt p-p. Use the Frequency
Counter to check that the frequency is correct
to within 0.1 Hz.
4. Disconnect one end of each of the two links
on the board.
5. Connect the oscilloscope probe to the junction
of C4 and R7. Trim MODl variable resistors
for mihimum spikes on the display.
Transfer
the oscilloscope probe to the + l 0
6.
monitor socket and check for a waveform
similar to that shown in Fig. 2 (a).
7. Re-connect the link adjacent to ICl.
8. Transfer the oscilloscope probe to the emitter

April 19 71

of TR3 and adjust C6 for maximum sinewave
output.
Transfer the oscilloscope probe to the juctioil
of R25 and MOD2 pin 3. Trim MOD2 variable
resistors for minimum spikes on the displayed
trace.
Check at the 4 4 monitor socket for a
waveform similar to that shown in Fig. 2 (b).
Reconnect the link adjacent to R25.
Connect the oscilloscope probe to the emitter
of TR9 and adjust C14 for maximum sinewave
output.
Transfer the oscilloscope probe to the junction
of C18 and R34 and adjust R25 for a 1-volt
p-p sinewave output.
Connect the Frequency Counter to the
4.5-MHz output and check that the indicated
frequency is 4.500000 MHz 0.1 Hz.
Transfer the Counter to the Natlock output
and check that the indicated frequency is
4.4296875 MHz 0.1 Hz.
Connect the oscilloscope probe to the junction
of R36 and pin 13 on the Painton 15-pole
plug. Check that the 4-5-MHz output is 1 volt
P P.
Use the input attenuator to vary the input
level from t 6 dB to -6 dB. Check that this
does not cause a variation in the 4-5-MHz
output level.

+

+

Phase Jitter Measurement
1.

Remove the OS 11502 Burst Locked Oscillator
from the EPlM1508 Remote Signal Analyser.

Lift the spring clip which secures the oven and
unplug the oven to reveal the crystal. Remove
the crystal and replace it with one for
4-42%875 MHz.
Set up the GE4/525 Luminance Non-Linearity
Test Signal Generator as below:
625 free trigger mode
Test W/F to Bump
Bar Off
Pedestal Off
Auto Off
Slide switch to Normal
S w i t c h t h e G E 4 / 5 2 6 Chrominance
Non-Linearity Test Signal Generator to give
burst on all lines.
Switch the UN 11576 Waveform Processor Unit
(part of the Remote Signal Analyser) to
Chroma.
Connect the Test Signal o u t p u t o f the
CE4L/520 to S i g h on the EPlMl508.
Connect the Natlock output of the C02/545
under test to the Ext. Submmer input of the
GE4L/520.
Connect the oscilloscope to the Demod. Out
of the EPlM/508 and check the display for
jitter. This should be less than 0 . 5 ~p p .
Note that jitter very much greater than 0.5'
could be caused by failure of the OS1/502 to
lock to the burst on the GE4L/520 output. If
this is suspected connect the oscilloscope
probe to the OS1/502 phase comparator
output at the junction of R11 and R12. A
correctly locked oscillator will give a steady
d.c. voltage at this point whereas an unlocked
oscillator will give a low-frequency variation of
at least 0.1 volt.
JRWC 2/71

Instrnctlon V.15
EP, Part 1

SECTION 9
COLOUR SUBCARRTER PHASE SHWJXR EPlL/509
Introduction
The EPlL/509 accepts an input of reference
colour subcarrier, a d.c. phase-error signal and
mixed sync pulses: its output is a colour subcarrier
signal whose phase with respect to the input signal
is changed in steps of 1.5 degrees by the application
of the error signal.
The EPlL/509 comprises the following units:
Unit
Instruction
Colour Subcarrier Frequency Converter
V.9
C02/521
Digital Phase Shift Frequency Converter
V.9
C02/522
Power Supplier PS2/21B
G.2

Test Procedure
I. Feed the terminated input of the EPlL/509
with colour subcarrier signal.
Feed the output of the EPIL/509 via the
switched attenuator to the tuned detector.
Check that the amplitudes of the signals at
various points in the C02/521 and the C02/522
agree with the figures given on their circuit
diagrams in Instruction V.9.
Check that the rise-time of the inputs to each
of the counter circuits is not more than 50 ns.
2. Tune the detector to 4.43 MHz and set the
attenuator to give an acceptable meter reading.
Tune the detector to each of the unwanted
sideband frequencies 3.88 MHz, 4.16 MHz and
4.71 MHz. The output level of the EPlL/509
at each of these frequencies should be 60 dB
lower than the output level at 4-43 MHz.
3. Blank the output of the EPIL/509 by feeding

General Description
The operation of the EPlL/509 (block diagram
in Fig. 9.1) is described in Instruction V.l,
Appendix A.

control
circuit
signal

+4
I

subcarrier
In

lsubcarrier
out

I

-----

-----

------

Fig. 9.1 Block Diagram of the €PI L/509

Test Schedule
Apparatus Required
Oscilloscope.
Non-linearity Test Signal Generator GE4M/520P.
Remote Signal Analyser EPl M/508.
Tuned 4-MHz detector such as a Marconi CRlOO
receiver with signal-level meter.
90-dB 75-ohm switched attenuator.
Variable d.c. supply, 0 to 7 volts.

it through the GE4M/520P (see Instruction
V.10) and use the EPlM/508 to measure the
phase modulation of this output (see D.D.
Tech. Mem. 8.233). It should be less than
0.2 degrees.
4. Feed mixed sync pulses and the variable d.c.
supply to the EPlL/509 and observe the phase
of the output signal on the oscilloscope.
For a control voltage between -2 volts and

Instruction V.15
EP, Part 1, Section 9

-3 volts the output phase should retard one
cycle in 9.6 seconds.
For a control voltage between -4.5 volts and
-7 volts the output phase should advance one
cycle in 9-6 seconds.
Further Information
The filters may be realigned using the steps
given below. The component references for the
three filters are given in Table I .

1. Remove the core of inductor LA.

Connect the input of the tuned detector to the
collector of the filter output transistor.
2. Adjust inductors LB and LC for a maximum
output at frequency f,.
3. Reinsert the core of inductor LA and adjust
this inductor for minimum output at frequency
f,.

4. Adjust inductors LB and LC for a maximum
output at frequency f,.

MJR 8/67
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COLOUR SUBCARRIER PHASE COMPARATORS
EP5/505 AND EP51506 SEREES

February 1970
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Introduction
These comparators accept colour video signals,
reference subcarrier signal, mixed sync pulses and
burst-gating pulses; they produce a ternary-coded
(three-state) d.c. output signal for each video input.
These output signals are related as shown in Table
1, to the phase error between the mean phase of the
colour burst in the video input signal and the phase
of the reference subcarrier. The EP5/505 accepts
two video inputs, the EP5/506A accepts four video
inputs and the EP5/506 accepts six video inputs.
The comparators comprise the following units
mounted in either a single or a double panel PN3/23 :
Local CSC Pulse Unit GE21549
Remote CSC Pulse Unit GE2/550 (two, four
or six)
Burst-locked Oscillator OS1/513 (two, four or
six).
Power Supplier PS2/21B (EP51505) or PS2/ 13F
(EP5/506 or EP5/506A)
Burst Gate Delay Unit UN14/502

that occurs in colour coders.
The burst locked oscillator produces a subcarrier
signal which is locked in frequency and phase to the
frequency and mean phase of the colour burst in the
video input.

General Description
A block diagram of the comparators for one
video input is given in Fig. 1. Burst gate pulses
are delayed by 0.6 ps and fed to a burst-locked
oscillator. This delay compensates for the delay

The 24 degrees range in phase error for which the
error-output is zero (see Table 1) corresponds to
a timing error of 1.6 ns at 4.433 MHz. For
purposes of measurement the frequency of the
reference subcarrier and of the burst locked oscillator is changed to 7 kHz using an internal 4.426-

Table 1
Phase-error of Subcarrier in Video
Input Relative to Reference Subcarrier

Output
(volts)

1 " early

Less than

11" late

Early by more than 1"
Late by more than 1)"

Flg. 2 Waveforms in the EP51505 and EP5/506

EP5/535,6
MHz oscillator; this changes the range of timing
error to 1 ps without affecting the phase error*.
The relative timings of the two 7-kHzsignals are
compared by gating differentiated positive-going
edges of one signal with two versions of the other
signal (one version inverted and the other version
delayed by 1 p). These waveforms are shown in
Fig. 2.
If the timing error lies outside the 1 ps range a
positive voltage builds up at the output of the corresponding low-pass filter. This voltage is sampled
approximately 9 ms after the start of each picture
period. A bistable multivibrator stores the sampled information until just before the next sampling.
The 9-ms delay permits the burst locked oscillator
output phase to settle down after a correction has
been applied at the start of a picture period.
'BBC Engineering Practice Appendix A
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More detailed descriptions are given iu the
Instructions on the sub-units.

Test Procedure
The burst-locked oscillators are tested separately.
Feed the comparator with a reference subcarrier
signal and with a colour video signal derived from
the same drive unit but incorporating a subcanier
phase shifter controlled by the output of the
comparator.
Compare the phase of the reference subcanier
and the burst of the video signal on a vectorscope
and wait until phase correction is completed.
Disconnect the output of the comparator and
vary the relative path lengths of the two inputs by
plus and minus two feet of cable. Check that the
comparator output is correct as shown in Table 1.
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NATLQCK TONE TEST EQUIPMENT EP14L1503
Introduction
The EP14Ll503 accepts a feed of PAL subcarrier
and produces audio-frequency Natlock error tones. It
is designed for use in areas where colour-signal timing
and subcarrier phase comparators are installed. The
tones are used for gain and equalisation tests on the
error transmission circuit between local and remote
sites and also enable operation of the remote Tone
Decoder to be checked. It can also be used to check
local Natlock equipment
The EP14Ll503 cannot be used to test the
UN171508 three-tone monochrome decoder.
The EP14L/503 consists of the following units:
CD21501
Tone En coder
UN91571
Natlock Tone Switch Unit
on one
PS2/22B
Stabilised Power Supply
chassis
PN3A/l6B Interconnection Panel
The input connections to the equipment are a pair
of parallelconnected 50-ohm BNC sockets which can
be used for bridging or termination. The output

frequency is selected by means of an eight-position
rotary switch mounted on the front panel. Back-pandl
wiring of the unit is shown in Fig. 1.

General Specification
Input

J

L - - - ..

.

Fig. I.

.

-

- . - .- .- .-.
EP*4lSO>I(

Back-panel Wiring of the EP14/503

1 volt p p PAL subcarrier.

Input Impedance

high rela tive to 75
ohms.

Output Frequencies

893 Hz, 977 Hz, 1071
Hz, 1173 Hz, 1258 Hz,
1408 Hz, 1542 Hz, or
1689 Hz.

Output Waveform

Sinusoidal
frequencies.

O u t p u t Frequency
Tolerance

+~Hz.

Nominal Output Level

0 dB into 600 ohms,
balanced.

Power Requirements

240 volts a.c.

Temperature Range

O•‹C to 45OC.

Weight

1-8kg (4 lb.)

at

all

General Description
D.C. signals which simulate those generated in the
Natlock sync-timing and subcarrier phase comparators are produced in the UN9/571 Tone Switch
Unit. An eight-position rotary switch on the front
panel of this unit switches the d.c. voltages to the
control inputs of the CD21501 Tone Encoder in the
combinations necessary to produce each of the tone
frequencies.
In addition to the normal A' R' F'and C' outputs
associated with sync-timing and subcarrier phase
comparators the UN91571 has a ftfth output designated X. A logic 0 state on the A' and F' outputs
produces a Tone-coder output frequency of 1689 Hz.
This tone is not used in the Natlock synchronising
system, but is provided for decoder alignment purposes.
The CD21501 output frequency can be monitored
at the listen jack on the front panel of the UN91571.

April 1971
Test Procedure
Appamtus Required
Electronic frequency counter to read up to 2 kHz
Oscilloscope
ATM/l.
AVO Model 8 meter
Termination 75-ohm BNC
Source of PAL subcarrier, 75 ohms source imped,
ance, 1 volt when terminated.

TABLE 1

Tone Switch Unit UN91.571
Connect the AVO-8 positive lead to pin 4 of the
Painton 15-pole plug (or chassis) and check that at
each switch position the voltages obtained on the
output pins of the plug are as shown in Table 1.
Tone Encoder CD2/501
1. Apply PAL Subcarrier to one of the BNC sockets
at the rear of the EP14L/503. Connect the other
socket to the oscilloscope input terminated in 75
ohms. Check that the level is I volt p-p.
2. Connect the 600shm input of the ATMI1
between pins 2 and 3 of the XLR tone output
socket at the rear of the EP14L1503. Switch to
1071 Hz on the UN91571 and check that by
adjustment of R3 1 in the CD21501 a reading of +6
dB can be obtained.
3. Re-set to give a reading of 0 .dB on the ATM/l,
switch to 1542 Hz on the UN91571 and check that
the level is 0 dB 2 dB.
4. Remove the ATMI1 and connect the frequency
counter between pins 1 and 2 of the tone output
socket with its earth on pin 1.
5. Rotate the selector switch on the UN91571 and
check that in each switch position the counter
reading is within 1 Hz of that indicated.

+

-

-

-

All readings in volts. Tolerance ? 0-5 volts.
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SECTION 20
625-LINEWAVEFORM GENERATOR DRIVE UNIT GE1/520

lrequency

4 , 4 2 9 6 8 7 5 MHz

I

A
-1782

41

(variable)
\

picture
pulse
genera!or

-+

Hi
counting
control
clrcults

.

\

Fig. 20.1 SimplifiedBlock Diogrom of the GE1/520

Introduction
The Drive Unit GE1/520 is used in picture source
synchronising equipment (see Instruction V.1) to
generate, from a crystal ocillator, stable waveforms
at twice-line and field frequencies for the 625-line
standard.
The GE1/520 comprises the followingunits which
are mounted in the order given from left to right in
a PN3/23:
Power Supplier PS2/36 (Instruction G.2)
4.4296875-MHz Oscillator 0821505 (Instruction
V.9)

Control Unit UN17/504 (Instruction V.14)
Variable Divider UN17/501 (Instruction V.14)
Fixed Divider UN17/502 (Instruction V. 14)
Picture and Field Unit UN17/503 (Instruction
V.14)
General Description
A simplified block diagram of the GE1/520 is
shown in Fig. 20.1. The output of the stable
crystal oscillator is fed to two counter circuits, one
in the Fixed Divider unit and the other in the
Variable Divider unit. The output frequencies of

~ c d o v.10
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these counters are added in a modulator which has
an output filter tuned to the sum frequency. The
various frequencies, under normal operating
conditions, are shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1
output

Frequency

1

cf)

I

f as a fmction
ofA

Mode of
operation

Counter rot10

Fast retard
f as a mult&le
of linefrequency

Oscillator
2 154
dounter

+- 1782
Variable
Counter

Retard

Normal
Advance

Fast advance

Input signals
-

---

;1I

1783 (once a picture)

+Ve

-Ve

+ve

+ve+ve+ve
1781 (once a picture) +"

+"

-"

1778

+vel

-YO

I -"I

Test Schedule
The Test Schedule for the Power Supplier
PS2/36 is given in Instruction G.2.

Filter

The ratio of the divide-by-1782 counter is
controlled either manually or by the application of
error signals derived from an Error Signal Generator GE1/523. The ratio can be changed to
divide-by-1778 or divide-by-1786 and this changes
the output frequency of the counter by approximately 5.6 Hz. The twice-line frequency output of
the Drive Unit changes by the same amount. This
change in frequency corresponds to a change in
timing of a driven sync pulse-generator of one field
in about 112 seconds.
The ratio can also be changed to either divideby-178 1 or divide-by-1783 for one of the 99 (approx)
counts in each picture period. This method of
digital phase control (see Instruction V.l) produces
a shift of approximately 0-2 degrees per picture
period. This corresponds to a change in timing of
a driven sync pulse-generator of 18 ns per picture
period. Table 2 shows the relation between the
modes of operation of the Drive Unit, its input
signals and the counter ratios in the Variable
Divider.
The input error signals may be fed also to an
Oscillator Correction Unit UN17/509 (see Instruction V.14) which is used with some Drive Units
GE1/520 to correct the oscillator frequency during
the slow modes of operation.
Fig. 20.2 shows a more detailed block diagram
of a GE1/520.

Apparatus Required
Avometers Model 8 (two).
Tektronix oscilloscope Type 533A with Type H
plug-in unit.
Video oscillator.
Electronic counter to read 5 MHz with &figure
readout. (see Modfications to Test Procedure).
Extender Unit CHlA/I.
12-volt and 24-volt supplies capable of delivering
2 amps.
If an 8-figure electronic counter is not available,
the test procedure may be modified (as described
later) to omit the steps using the counter and to
substitute simple comparisons with Network linefrequency. If such comparisons are made it is
necessary to check that Network pulses are being
derived from an accurately aligned Drive Unit.
If difficulty is experienced due to the lack of a
counter, the Drive Unit should be returned either
to Equipment Department or to Calibration Section
at Television Centre.
Test Procedure
1. Remove units UN17/501, UN17/502 and
UN17/503.
If the Frequency Control resistor RVl on the
GE1/520 has been replaced with a 3-pin socket
for use with an Oscillator Correction Unit, and
this is not used, connect a 10-kilohm variable
resistor between pins 1 and 3 with the slider
connected to pin 2.
Remove the Oscillator Link U-link from the
rear of the Drive Unit. Connect the input of
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2.

3.

4.

5.

the electronic counter to the lower Oscillator
Link coaxial plug and connect the output of the
video oscillator to the upper plug.
Switch on and allow one hour for the Oscillator
oven to reach its operating temperature.
Vary the internal trimming capacitor with the
special tool provided and measure the range of
frequency control available. The range should
be 10 to 50 Hz.
At each end of this range vary the Frequency
Control and measure the range of control
available. These ranges should be 2 to 4 Hz.
Set the Frequency Control to its mid-point.
Adjust the frequency of the oscillator to
4.4296875 MHz using the internal trimming
capacitor.
Check that the output voltage of the oscillator
is not less then 300 mV p-p.
Replace the UN17/502 using the Extender
Unit.
Turn the variable resistor RV2 fully clockwise.
Set the output frequency of the video oscillator
to 4.5 MHz.
Adjust the output level of the video oscillator
so that 1 volt p-p across 75 ohms is produced
at the Oscillator output socket at the rear of
the Drive Unit. The output level required from
the video oscillator should be not greater than
250 mV p-p.
Remove the video oscillator and electronic
counter connections and replace the Oscillator
Link.
Adjust resistor RV2 to give 1 volt p p at the
Oscillator output socket.
Measure the frequencies at the Q terminals of
the Bistable Units (see Fig. 20.2). The correct
values are shown in Table 3.

Switch Unit
No.
3

7
8

I

7.

8.

9.

Frequency

1 632.8125 kHz

I

57.5284

kHz

28.7642

kHz

6. Replace the UN17/501 and observe the waveform at pin 6 of the UN17/502. The amplitude
of this waveform should be not less than 1.5
volts p-p and the rise time of the positive-

10.

11.

going transitions should be not more than
60 ns.
Check that the frequency of the signal at pin 5
of the UN17/502 is 2.4858 kHz.
Turn the Set Twice-line Level control RV1 to
its midpoint.
Connect the inputs to the counter and the
oscilloscope to pin 9 of the UN17/502 and
terminate the Twice Line socket at the rear of
the Drive Unit in 75 ohms.
Check that the frequency at this point is
31-250 kHz.
Adjust the cores of the inductors L1 to L5
successively for maximum output.
Adjust the Set Twice-line Level control to give
an output of 1 volt p-p. Increase the gain of the
oscilloscopeand, using the vertical shift control,
explore the whole of the twice-line frequency
waveform for crosstalk signals; these should
have an amplitude less than 2 mV p-p.
Transfer the Extender Unit to the UN17/503
and replace it and the UN17/502 in the Drive
Unit.
Terminate the 50 C.P.S. socket at the rear of
the Drive Unit in 75 ohms and connect the
oscilloscope and counter inputs to pin 2 of the
UN17/503.
The frequency at this point should be 50 Hz
and the waveform should be a square wave with
an amplitude not less than 2 volts p-p.
Connect a feed of mixed sync-pulses to the
Mixed Sync socket at the rear of the Drive
Unit and observe the waveforms at pins R and
X on the UN17/503.
The waveform at pin R should be a positivegoing field-frequency pulse with an amplitude
of 6 volts and a duration of 750 ps. The
leading edge of this pulse should coincide with
the leading edge of the second broad pulse.
The waveform at pin X should be a negativegoing line-frequency pulse with an amplitude of
4 volts and a duration of 18 ps. The leading
edge of this pulse should have an exponential
shape.
Disconnect the feed of mixed sync-pulses.
Transfer the Extender Unit from the UN171503
to the UN17/501.
Trigger the oscilloscope from the output of
Bistable Unit No. 12 in the UN17/501 and
check that Bistable Units Nos. 2, 4 and 10
are reset by the feedback pulse.
Connect the terminated input of the counter
to the Twice-line socket at the rear of the Drive
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Unit.
Switch to Remote on the UN17150.Q.
Simulate a Fast Advance input signal by
connecting pins 3 and 4 of the External Control
socket to a source of -6 volts.
Check that Bistable Units Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 10
are reset by the feedback pulse.
Check that the Twice-line frequency is 31.2556
kHz.
Switch to Local and Advance on the UN171504.
Check that Bistable Units Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 10
are reset by the feedback pulse.
Check that the Twice-line frequency is 31.2556
kHz.
Simulate a Fast Retard signal by changing the
connections on the External Control socket to
pins 2 and 4.
Switch to Remote on the UN171504.
Check that Bistable Units Nos. 2, 3 and 10 are
reset by the feedback pulse.
Check that the Twice-line frequency is 31.2444
kHz.
Switch to Local and Retard on the UN17/504.
Check that Bistable Units Nos. 2, 3 and 10 are
reset by the feedback pulse.
Check that the Twice-line frequency is 31.2444
kHz.
Reconnect the feed of mixed sync-pulses.
Observe the waveform at pin 12 on the
UN17/501 which should be a positive-going
picture-frequency pulse with an amplitude of
not less than 7.5 volts and a duration of not
more than 9 ys.
Observe the waveform at one of the outputs of
Bistable Unit No. 13 while triggering the oscilloscope from pin 12. This waveform is a pulse
at picture-frequency and with a variable
duration which does not exceed 402.2 ps.
Trigger the oscilloscope from the Q1 terminal
of Bistable Unit No. 13. Observe the waveform
at the Q1 terminal of Bistable Unit No. 5.
Adjust the horizontal shift of the oscilloscope
to keep the positive-going edge of the waveform in the centre of the display and expand
the trace by X 50.
Remove the connections to the External
Control socket.
Connect the probe of the oscilloscope to the
Q1 terminal of Bistable Unit No. 1.
Apply -6 volts to pins 2 and 3 in turn of the
External Control socket. Check that in each
instance the positive-going edges of the waveform after the feedback pulse advance to the

left of the tube face by 226 ns which is half the
period of the waveform. This effect can best be
observed by watching the first positive-going
edge after the feedback pulse.
Transfer the probe of the oscilloscope to the
Q1 terminal of Bistable Unit No. 2.
Apply -6 volts to pin 3 of the External
Control socket.
The positive-going edges of the waveform after
the feedback pulse should advance toward the
left of the tube face by 226 ns which is one
quarter of the period of the waveform.
Apply -6 volts to pin 2 of the External
Control socket.
The positive-going edges of the waveform after
the feedback pulse should be retarded toward
the right of the trace by 226 ns.
Modifications to Test Procedure
If an 8-figure electronic counter is not available
omit the frequency measurements in steps 2, 3, 5,
7, 11 and 12 of the Test Procedure.
Use the twice-line frequency output of the Drive
Unit under test to drive a sync pulse-generator.
Feed the mixed sync-pulses from the driven
generator to the sync input of a picture monitor
switched to external syncs. Feed the video input of
the picture monitor with a signal derived from a
known accurately aligned Drive Unit. Some
Network signals may be suitable.
Adjust the frequency of the Oscillator OS21505,
as in step 5, to produce a stationary picture. Check
that the rate of drift is less than one line in 320
seconds.
Apply simulated error signals and mixed syncpulses to the Drive Unit and measure the relative
drifts. Table 4 gives the relative rates of drift in
the various operating modes. Table 5 shows the
rates of drift in the Retard and Advance modes
TABLE 4

Fast retard

I One field upwards in 112 seconds

Retard

I

Normal

I zero

Advance

Fast advance

One line from right to left in 142
seconds

One l i e from left to right in 142
seconds
One field downwards in 112 seconds.
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TABLE 5
Drifl rate (seconds per line)

after correction has been made for the effect of
inaccurate timing of the oscillator.

I

in normal
operating
mode

320

1

in Advance
and Retard
operating
modes
98.5 and 255
105 and 220
110 and 198

400

115 and 186
120 and 173

800

OD

1

142 and 142

Further Information
The warm-up time may be shortened by monitoring the crystal oven current. This varies between
about 1-2 amps (cold) and about 220 mA (hot).
The 24-volt battery regulator circuit consumes
about 30 mA unloaded and its output voltage
varies between about 9 volts (cold) and 12 volts
mot).
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GE2/549

LOCAL CSC PULSE UNIT GE2/549
Introduction
The GE2/549 comprises two separate circuits.
One accepts a reference colour-subcarrier signal
and produces the following outputs 1, 2 :
(a) reference sinewave, 6 volts p-p at a frequency
approximately 7 kHz lower than that of the
input subcarrier signal.
(b) reference squarewave, 5 volts p-p at an approximate frequency of 7 kHz.
(c) delayedsquarewave, which is output (b) delayed
by 0.6 ps.
The other circuit accepts an input of mixed sync
pulses and from it produces the following outputs:
(d) reset pdses which are 5-volt p p negative-going
pulses 9 ms in duration starting at line no. 4.
(e) sample pulses which are 12-volt p-p negativegoing pulses 0.5 ps in duration and occumng
500 ps after the reset pulses.
The circuits of the GE2/549 are constructed on
separate printed wiring boards of a CH1/26A
chassis with index-peg positions 4 and 33.

General Description
A block diagram of the GE2/549 is given in Fig. 1.
The subcarrier input signal is fed, together with an
output of an internal 4.426-MHz oscillator, to the
inputs of a long-tailed pair frequencychanger.
The output of the frequency-changer, filtered to
give a 7-kHz difference frequency signal, is squared

TR2 6 T i 3

I,

vld.in,

sync

12

reparalor
TR1

M
T

in a Schmitt trigger circuit to give the reference
squarewave. This squarewave is delayed by 0.6 ps
to give the delayed squarewave.
Mixed sync pulses, inverted by a sync separator
stage, are fed to both a 45ys monostable multivibrator and a field-sync separator circuit.
The period of this multivibrator is chosen to avoid
double-triggering during the field-sync period. The
output of the field-sync separator triggers a 1-ms
monostable multivibrator.
The differentiated outputs of these multivibrators
are gated to trigger a 9-ms monostable multivibrator once in each picture period. The negative-going output of the 9-ms multivibrator (reset
pulses) triggers a 350-ps monostable multivibrator
the negative-going output of which is differentiated
to produce the sample pulses.

Circuit Description
The circuit of the GE2/549, given in Fig. 3 on
page 3, comprises conventional stages but the
following points should be noted:
(a) In the sync-separator stage the base-emitter
junction diode of transistor TRl d.c.-restores
the waveform at the base so that the
transistor conducts only during the sync pulses.
(b) The four monostable multivibrators have
470-pF speed-up capacitors. Two of the
multivibrators share their emitter-bias circuit
because it is physically convenient to do so.

TR7 h T R 8

,
a

-

TR9

-

p-

14

reset

TRB

Card P

G

card 1

4

4.426 MHz
TR12 TR15

I

re'^^:^&

long-tailed palr
frequency changer

sqwrowave

TR16-TR18
TR19

TR20,TRZl

61z1549/!

squarewave

Flg. I Block Diagram of the Local CSC Pulse Unit GE2/549
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inverted mixed gncr

junction 01 R30. Li and D3

Fig. 2 Waveforms In the GE21549

(c) Fig. 2 shows the input and output waveforms of
the field-sync separator circuit.
(d) The oscillator is of the Butler type and
comprises a common-base stage and an
emitter follower.
(e) The frequency-changercircuit is an overdriven
long-tailed pair. Overdriving the stage causes
distortion of what would be an algebraic
difference signal. This distortion produces
modulation products and all signals bar the

%kHz frequency-difference signal are removed
by means of resistorapacitor filtering.

Test Procedure
The GE2/549 is tested as part of its parent unit.
References to Typical Associated Equipment
1. Colour Subcarrier Phase Comparators EP5/505
and EP5/506.
2. Remote CSC Pulse Unit GE2/550.
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GE2/550

REMOTE COLOUR SUBCARRIER PULSE UNIT GE21550
Introduction
The GE2/550 produces a ternary-coded
(three-state) d.c. output signal which describes
the phase error between a subcarrier input signal
and a reference subcarrierl,2 as shown in Table 1.
There is also a 7-kHz square-wave monitoring
output which is derived from the input subcarrier
signal.
The unit accepts the following inputs:
(a) subcarrier signal which is to be compared for
phase error with the reference subcarrier
signal; the amplitude of this input is 2 V p-p.
(b) reference sinewave2 at a frequency approximately 7 kHz lower than the input subcarrier
frequency and with an amplitude 6 V p-p.
(c) reference squarewave2 at 7 kHz derived from
input (b) and the reference subcarrier; the
amplitude of this input is 5 V p-p.
(d) klayed squarewave2 which is input (c) delayed
by 0-6 ps.
(e) reset pulses2 negative-going picture-frequency
pulses 9 ms in duration derived from the mixed
syncs of the reference system and with an
amplitude of 5 V p-p.

-

cclour 6
subcarrier

reference 8
.
L
sinewave

-

long-lalled palr
frequency ch~nger

.

TRl-TR 3

.

I

(f) sample pulses2 negative-going pulses 0.5 ps
duration starting 500 ps after the Reset pulses
and with an amplitude 12 V p-p.
The unit is constructed on a CH1/26A chassis
with index-peg positions 4 and 34.
TABLE 1

I

Subcarrier
Phase Error

between

{ 11 " early
late
fo

earlier than 1"
later than

Output
(volts)

It0

1
1

-3

-6

General Description
A block diagram of the GE21550 is given in Fig. 1.
The subcarrier and reference sinewave inputs are

nym
b
rfY
TR4

14

ru

TR5,TR6

delayed
squarewave
reference 13
squarewave

1posilive

Fig. 1 Block Diagram of the Remote CSC Pulse Unit G€2/550
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TABLE 2

mixed in a long-tailed-pair frequency changer to
produce a 7-kHz sinewave which is converted to a
square wave by a Schmitt trigger circuit. The
7-kHz squarewave which results is fed to an inverter
stage and to a I-ps delay stage. The output
waveforms of both these stages, shown in Fig. 2,
are at their negative value for 1 ps after the positivegoing transition of the derived square wave. This
value is sufficient to keep the resistor-capacitor
AND gates closed and so prevent the delayed square
wave from reaching bistable multivibrators 1 and 2
during this period.

Bistable Multivibrator
Switched to Reset State

Timing Error

a d y by i o n than 0.4 ps

I

-

early by less than 0.4 ps
late by less than 0.6 ps
late by more than 0.6 ps

--

no. 2
neither

I

l

-

I_7 k ~ zsq. wave

-

--

I
I

GE 2151012

,

(21

sq. wave delayed

Fig. 2 Waveforms in the GE2/550
Multivibrators 1 and 2 are switched to their Set
state (see Instruction UN9/528) by the reference
square wave. The delayed square wave 0.6 ps later
passes through the AND gates depending on the
phase relation between this delayed square wave
and the waveforms derived from the wlour subcarrier input signal; one of these multivibrators
may be triggered into the Reset state as shown in
Table 2. The outputs of these multivibrators are
fed to transistor AND gates via resistor-capacitor
low-pass filters which remove the 7-kHz pulse
components.
Reset pulses at picture frequency are used to hold
bistable multivibrators 3 and 4 in the Set state for
9 ms after the start of each picture period. This
9-ms period allows time for a burst-locked oscillator
to settle down if corrected at the start of a picture
period. The input 0.5 ps sample pulses occur 500 ps
after the end of the Reset pulses and these switch
multivibrators 3 and 4 according to the condition of
multivibrators 1 and 2 at the moment the transistor
AND gates are opened; these last two multi-

vibrators thus store the sampled information for
about a picture period until the next Reset pulse
occurs. The outputs from these multivibrators
drive the ternary coder to give the outputs described
in Table 1.
Circuit Description
The circuit of the GE2/550, given in Fig. 3 on
page 3, comprises conventional stages but the
following points should be noted:
the frequency-changer circuit is an over-driven
long-tailed pair. Overdriving the stage causes
distortion of what would otherwise be an
algebraic difference signal. This distortion
produces modulation products and the 7-kHz
frequency-difference signal is selected using
resistor-capacitor filtering.
The AND gates feeding multivibrators 1 and 2
are the resistor-capacitor type described in
Instruction UN91528.
In the ternary coder circuit the voltage at the
emitters of transistors T R l l and TR12 is

Schmllt

lriqqrr

Fiy.3 Circuit of tho Remote CSC
Pulse Unit GE2/550
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about -7 volts. The outputs of the preceding
multivibrators are attenuated to ensure that
the transistors are cut-off if the multivibrators
are in the Set state. If either of the multivibrators is in the Reset state thecorresponding
coder transistor is bottomed.
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Test Procedure
The GE2/550 is tested as part of its parent unit.
References to Typical Associiated Equipment
1. Colour Subcarrier Phase Comparators EP5/505
and EP5/506.
2. Local CSC Pulse Unit GE2/549.
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SECTION 30
CARRIER AMPLFmTDE MODULATOR MD2/504

Introduction
The MD2/504 can be used either as a colour
sub-carrier amplitude modulator or as a synchronous detector.
When used as a modulator the unit requires
feeds of sub-carrier and video and produces a
modulated sub-carrier output. When used as a
detector it requires a feed of modulated sub-carrier
and a sub-carrier reference signal and produces,
after suitable filtering, a video output.
The unit is contained in a copper screening can
and can be mounted on a printed circuit board by
means of connecting pins which protrude through
the base plate.

General Specification
Inputs
Subcarrier
(3-58 or 4-43 MHz)
Video

+6 to +10 dB relative
to 1 volt p-p fed from a
75-ohm source
at least 16-dB p-p below the level of the subcarrier input

Modulated Sub-carrier
Output

p-p amplitude E =
e,
edc (volts) where
e, = p-p video input
and edc = added d.c.
component

Modulation Factor

m=

Output Phase

input and output subcarrier are in phase
when pins 1,4,8 of the
unit are connected together and a positive
potential (with respect
to pin 1) is applied to
pin 5

Impedances
Sub-carrier input
Video input
Output

+

2ev

+

edc
For suppressed carrier
operation edc = 0,
E=e,andm=2
%

40 ohms nominal
100 ohms nominal
75 ohms nominal

Jmtmction V.9
Section 30
Carrier Leak (at 4.43 MHz) not less than 75 dB
below the p-p voltage
of the applied subcamer
Bandwidth

amplitude of sidebands
of 3.58 or 4.43 MHz
sub-camer within f
0-1dB for video input
frequencies up to 1-5

Circuit Description
A circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 30.1. For a
detailed description of balanced modulators see
Instruction L. 1.
The forward resistances of D l and D4 are
equalised by means of R3;the forward resistances
of D2 and D3 are equalised by means of R2.
Circuit balance is adjusted by means of R1,C3 and
C4. All adjustments are made for minimum subcarrier output without a video input.

MHz
Size

2) by 1Q by Q ins.

TES 4/67
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SYNC MONITOR MN2151.1
Introduction
The MN21511 compares separated synchronising
pulses and colour bursts with reference signals.
One +12V output and one independent relayswitched output is provided for each of the input
conditions listed (see also Fig. 1):
Separated sync pulses present
Pulses
Synchronous with reference syncs
Timed
Separated colour bursts present
Colour
Phased relative to reference subcarrier
Phased
An output at OV is also available to mute the
burst output from an associated Sync Separator'
when it is below the acceptable level.
The MN2/511 will operate on 405-line monochrome, 525-line NTSC and 625-line PAL standards without any switching.
The monitor is constructed on two printed wiring
boards accommodated in a modified CH1126A
chassis (having two 15-way connectors) using
index-peg position 12. The front panel carries
four lamps indicating each of the conditions listed
above.
General Specification
Input Signal Amplitudes from UN1/589
Mixed Syncs
2v P P
0 - 3V p-p
Colour Bursts

Reference Signal Amplitudes
2V p-pf 3 dB
Mixed Syncs
timed 225ns later than
input to UN1/589
Subcarrier
1v P P
in lagging phase quadrature
with mean burst-phase at
input to sync separator
PAL Squarewave 1 v P P
Input impedances
About 6.5 kilohms
Separated Mixed
Syncs
Separated Colour High impedance bridging
Burst
Reference Mixed
About 10 kilohms
Syncs
High impedance bridging
Reference Subcarrier
High impedance bridging
Reference PAL
Squarewave

Outputs

Operating Levels
Pulses

Timed

Colour

Phased

(a) Four independent relay
changeover contacts
(b) Four +12V 'crash d.c.'
outputs at a maximum
total load of 20mA when
the circuit is not satisfied,
i.e. no pulses; not timed;
etc.
(c) OV d.c. burst-muting
output
No indication if line-rate
information is more than
10 dB below standard
level
Lock in for a timing error
of f40011s
Hold in for a timing error
of f600ns
Lock in at -6 dB burst
amplitude w.r.t. 0.3V p-p
Hold in to -7 dB burst
amplitude w.r.t. 0 - 3V p p
Lock in at & 10" phase error
Hold in for f12" phase
error

Operating Standards

405-line Monochrome
525-line NTSC
625-line PAL

Power Supplies

+12V and -5.W
d.c.
approx. (supplied from
U N 11589)
3V a.c. at 400mA max. for
lamps

Operating Temperature 15O-45"C.
Weight

1 -25 kg. (2+ Ib.)

Cucuit Description
A block diagram of the MN2/511 is given in
Fig. 1. The circuit diagram is given in Fig. 2 on
page 5. This circuit description is based on 625-line
PAL signals; operation on other standards is
discussed later. The presence and relative timing of
the syncs and bursts are analysed by the MN2/511
in four stages:
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(a) Pulses. The pulses indicator must be able to
detect signals having a line-frequency of either
10 125kHz (405-lines) or approximately 15-7kHz
(525-lines and 625-lines). The separated syncs from
the UN1/589 are therefore examined in parallel
by two tuned circuits (L3, C43 for 405-line signals;
L2, C41 for 525- and 625-line signals) each of which
is preceded by a single stage common-emitter
amplifier. The line-frequency sinewave output is
detected by one of the diodes D24 or D26 at the
input to the Pulses indicator switch TR45-46 which
drives relay RLD. The signal level at which the
switch gives an output is determined by the timeconstant R136, C44 and by the d . ~voltage
.
required
to forward bias TR45.
@) Timed. Reference syncs are applied to a longtailed-pair clipper TR34-35 the output from which
is fed to one input of IC2, the timing comparator.
The second input is IC2 is fed with separated
syncs.
If the separated syncs are not coincident with
reference syncs then positive error pulses are
generated at the junction D19-D20. The error
signal is a double pulse; the duration of the first is
proportional to the timing error between leading
edges of separated and reference syncs. Similarly,
the second pulse has a duration proportional to the
timing error between trailing edges. These error
pulses are integrated by C37, R112 and the negative peak level of the resulting sawtooth waveform
detected in TR38. When the detected output
passes the threshold trigger-level of the emittercoupled backlash pair TR39-40, the first stage is
turned off and the second on. The timed indicator
switch TR41 is turned off by TR39, causing relay
RLC to be de-energised and declare a not-timed
output.
If the separated and reference syncs are timed to
within &400ns, TR39 in the backlash pair remains
turned on. Switch TR41 is therefore also turned
on to energise RLC which indicates a Timed
signal.
The stability of this indication is dependent on
the biasing of the integrator TR37 and backlash
pair TR39-40. Transistor TR36 is biased to provide
the required reference potential, its emitter being
used as a low impedance voltage source.
(c) Colour. Separated bursts are processed by a
three-stage input amplifier TR13-16 in which a s .
bootstrap feedback is applied over the first stage to
increase input impedance and d.c. negative feedback is applied over the last two stages to decrease
the output impedance. The amplified bursts are
detected by TR20 and the output waveform is
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integrated by R61, C26-C49. The level-sensitive
detector TR21-22 couples directly to the colour
indicator switch TR23-24 which operates the
Colour relay RLB and provides a burst muting
output for use with an associated Sync Separator.
(d) Phased. This circuit will declare a Phased
output if each one of these criteria is satisfied:
Colour indication is present
Burst phase swing satisfies the PAL sequence
Burst is not 180" out of phase
Error between mean burst phase and reference
subcarrier is within the Operating Tolerance
The circuit operates in a logical mode. If any of the
first three criteria is not satisfied corresponding
inhibit signals are generated and applied to an
inhibit gate TR9 which prevents a Phased indication
being given. If the first three criteria are satisfied
then the resultant indication depends on the error
signal from the phase comparator circuit. The
inhibit signal generation will be described first,
followed by the phase comparator operation.
Information showing absence of the Colour
indication is carried to TR9 by D l 6 from the
collector of TR25 which is turned on when the
Colour indicator switch TR23, 24 is not operated.
The PAL sequence of the separated burst is
compared with the reference PAL squarewave in
the long-tailed-pair timing comparator TR28,29.
One input of the comparator is fed with separated
PAL squarewave which is regenerated at the
junction R5CLR51 by discriminator Dl0,ll and
amplified by the 7.8-kHz ringing circuit Ll,C30.
The other input of the comparator is fed with
reference PAL squarewave. When a sequence error
is present, positive-going pulses are generated at
the collector of TR28. These are amplified in TR31,
integrated by R85,C32 and the resulting d.c.
signal is used to drive the threshold switch TR32,33.
The logic output from TR33 is taken to the inhibit
gate TR9 by the diode D18.
The 180" burst-phase-error inhibit signal is
generated by discriminator D8, 9 and amplified by
TR17-19. The output from TR18 is applied to the
inhibit gate TR9 by the diode D12. (This error
detector is necessary only to compensate for inadequacies in the type of discriminator used in the
phase comparator circuit which would otherwise
allow the 180" phase error to pass undetected.)
In the phase comparator circuit, reference subcarrier is fed to discriminator D10,ll by the input
amplifier T R l 4 which, apart from R6, duplicates
the burst input amplifier to give good thermal
tracking. The output from the discriminator is a

MN2/511
d.c. signal at the junction R52, R53 proportional
to the error in quadrature between mean burst
phase and reference subcarrier. This signal is
integrated by C24, C48 and the input impedance
of TR6. This stage feeds the difference amplifier
IC1 which in turn drives the long-tailed-pair TR8, 9
a dual-function d.c. level comparator and inhibit
gate.
Operation on 405-line Monochrome Signals
The Pulses and Timed circuits operate in identical
manner. Colour is not detected; the outputs
therefore do not declare Colour or Phased. The
burst muting is present.
Operation on 525-line NTSC Signals
Both the phase of NTSC colour bursts and the
mean phase of PAL colour bursts are in quadrature
with the reference subcarrier, hence the discriminators function identically. The NTSC burst,
however, has no 180" phase alternation and
therefore no input of reference PAL squarewave
is required. Under this condition the PAL sequence
error detector gives a non-inhibit output, allowing
the Phased indication to appear.
Alignment
The MN2/511 requires feeds of syncs and colour
bursts at standard level for its alignment. These can
be obtained conveniently from a Sync Separator
UN1/589, both units being mounted for testing in
a panel PAlM/537, PAlM/538 or PAlM/544.
Care should be taken when using these panels to
ensure that the feeds are correctly terminated.

Apparatus Required
Voltmeter (Avo 8)
Oscilloscope (5mV/cm)
4.43-MHz Vectorscope fitted with probe
Switched attenuator 0 to 20 dB
Extender board CHlA/3
Tested Sync Separator UN1/589
Back panel as above
Feed of coded PAL colour bars
Feed of mixed syncs (22511s later than colour bars)
from
Gen-locking S.P.G. (625-lines)
Feed of PAL squarewave
Feed of subcarrier via
UN1/537 phase shifter
Feed of 405-line composite video.
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Procedure
1. Plug the MN2/511 into the back panel. With
mains connected the Pulses and Phased lamps
should light.
Plug in the UN1/589. The two lamps should
go out, PLA4 should go to +12.5V d.c. and
PLA6 to -5.5V d.c. w.r.t. chassis.
2. Connect the colour-bar feed to the UN1/589
input. Confirm that 2V p-p of separated syncs
appears on PLA14 and 0-3V p-p of separated
bursts on PLA7 of the MN2/511. Both Pulses
and Colour lamps should light.
3. Monitor the waveform at the junction L2R131. Tune the core of L2 for maximum sinewave. Replace the colour-bar feed with the
405-line feed. Monitor the waveform at the
junction L3-R135 and tune the core of L3 for
maximum sinewave.
4. Short-circuit PLAl4 to chassis and confirm that
the Pulses lamp goes out and that 12.5V d.c.
appears on PLA8. Remove the short-circuit
and confirm that the lamp lights and that the
1 2 . W disappears.
5. Replace the 405-line feed with the colour-bar
feed. Connect the sync-pulse feed to PLA5 via
the Ref. Syncs socket. Adjust R148 Set comparator balance to equalise the d.c. potentials
at pins 6 and 8 of IC2.
6. Monitor the waveform at the base of TR38.
Adjust the line phase of the SPG until the
sawtooth waveform disappears, then offset it
by 60011s and check that the Timed lamp goes
out. Reset the line phase offset to 40011s and
select R123 so that the lamp just lights. Check
that the lamp just goes out at 60011s offset.
Confirm that 4-12.5V d.c. is present on PLA2
when the lamp is out and absent when on.
7. Connect the PAL squarewave and subcamer
feeds. Using the Vectorscope, note the mean
burst phase at the input on PLA7. Transfer the
probe to the reference subcarrier input on
PLAll and adjust the subcarrier phase to be
that of the mean burst phase. Shift the phase of
the subcarrier by 90" clockwise on the Vectorscope, to be in lagging phase quadrature to the
mean burst phase.
8. Measure the d.c. potentials at TR18 and TR33
collectors-both should be in the non-inhibit
condition, slightly above earth.
9. Remove the colour-bar feed. With the oscilloscope direct-coupled, monitor TPl and adjust
Set balance control R21 to give a clear maximum.
Replace the colour-bar feed.

NOTES 1. TRZ,TR14 L TRZO TO BE MULLARD
NO ALTERNATIVE SUITABLE

MN21511
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10. Adjust Set zero phase control C47 to mid-range
and select C14 to achieve a similar maximum at
at TP1 to that obtained in stage 9.
11. Select R30 to give a Phased indication which
will lock in at f 10" subcarrier phase adjustment
and hold in for f 12". Confirm that f12V
d.c. is present on PLA15 when the Phased lamp
is out and absent when the lamp is on.
12. Switch the subcarrier phase through exactly
180" and confirm that Phased indication cannot
be obtained. Check that the d.c. potentials at
the collectors of TR18 and TR33 have changed
to a few volts below f 12.3' (the inhibit
condition).
13. Monitor the burst amplitude on PLA7; it
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should be 300f9mV. Using R82 in the
UN1/589 attenuate the burst by 7 dB and select
R68 such that the Colour lamp just does not
light. Confirm that it will light at -6 dB. (The
switching delay may be up to 5s.) Confirm that
+12V d.c. is present on PLAl with the Colour
lamp out and absent with it on.
14. Monitor the Black-level output of the syncseparator and confirm that as the Colour lamp
goes out the residual burst is blanked off.

References to Typical Associated Equipment
1. Sync Separator UN1/589.
2. Sync Separation and Monitoring Panels
PAlM/537; PAlM/538; PAlM/544.
RDH 7/70
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BURST LOCI<ED OSCILLATOR OS1/513
Introduction
The OS1/513 accepts a colour video signal and
burst-gating pulses: it produces an output of colour
subcarrier signal locked in frequency to the
frequency of the colour burst of the video signal
and locked in phase to the mean phase of the
colour burst. It also produces a 7.8-kHz pulse
waveform related to the PAL squarewave. Without
colour burst on the video input, the output
frequency of the oscillator is approximately that of
colour subcarrier.
The OS1/513 is constructed on a CHl/12A
chassis with index-peg positions 9 and 25. It is a
direct replacement for the OS1/502, some of which
bear a yellow label and have been modified to the
OS1/513 circuit.

difference between the phase of the oscillator output
and the mean phase of the colour bursts.
Circuit Description

The circuit diagram of the OS1/513 is given in
Fig. 4 on page 5. The high-pass filter inductor L1
is adjusted during manufacture to adjust the phase
of the colour bursts and is then locked in position.
Burst-gating pulses at the base of transistor TR2
are d.c.-restored via the base-emitter junction diode
so that this transistor is cut off except during the
pulses.
The 6-volt p-p colour bursts at the collector of
transistor TR2 are auto-transformed into a signal
20 volts p-p across inductor L2. Capacitor C10
provides neutralisation for transistor TR2.

phase

13
TRl. TR2

discriminator
L2-C'07

4W3MHI

I

Fig. 1 Block DIagram of the Burst-locked Oscillator 051/513

General Description
A block diagram of the OS1/513 is given in Fig. 1
and some of the waveforms to be found are given in
Fig. 2. The colour video signal is fed to a burstgating circuit via a high-pass flter which removes
the luminance component. The output of this gate
comprises amplified colour bursts which are fed to
a phase discriminator. The discriminator, also fed
with the output of a reactance-controlled crystal
oscillator, produces a d.c. output related to the

A simplified circuit of the phase discriminator is
given in Fig. 3. The signal voltages in approximate
phase quadrature v, and v, are added vectorially to
produce voltages (v, -vb) and -(v, iv,) which
are applied to the two diode-capacitor
combinations. The rectified voltages Vd and V,
are proportional to the amplitudes of the signal
The difference
voltages (v, -vb) and (v, +vb).
voltage V, -V, is approximately proportional to
the sine of the quadrature phase-error angle a.
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The output voltage of the discriminator V, which
controls the frequency of the oscillator, differs
from V, by half the difference voltage (V, -V,).
When the oscillator is operating at the frequency of
the colour bursts of the input signal V, is fixed by
the oscillator control-voltage/frequencycharacteristic. Thus potential divider R108 controls the
phase of the oscillator output when the frequency
is locked to the incoming bursts. In the unlocked
condition without incoming bursts V, equals V,
and R108 controls the oscillator frequency.
In the OS1/513 the control voltage is applied to
the junction of two voltagedoubling rectifier
circuits and is isolated from inductor L2 by
capacitors C102 and C103. The phase of the
colour bursts in the PAL system alternates plus
and minus 45 degrees from the mean phase on
successive lines. This produces an output from
the discriminator in the form shown in Fig. 2(g).
The d.c. component of the waveform is applied to
the oscillator.
Transistor TRIO1 forms part of a Colpitts
oscillator with a variable-capacitance diode Dl05
as part of the feedback circuit between the collector
and emitter. Transistor TRIO2 is used as an emitter
follower at the oscillator output frequency and as a
common-e,tter
stage at d.c: to proGde negativefeedback loop to stabilise the operating conditions
of the oscillator.
Transistor TR5 forms part of a neutralised tunedoutput stage which feeds emitter follower TR6 and
a direct coupled negative-feedback output amplifier.

U

input

~~~~~~l~~~~~~
(d) burst gated a t base of TRZ

Test Procedure
Allow a thirty-minute warm-up period before
testing the OS 11513.
compare the phase of the input and output
signals on a vectorscope. Adjust R108 to make
the phase of the output signal equal to the mean
phase of the colour bursts of the input signal.
Check that the frequency of the unlocked
oscillator is 4,43361875 MHz f 5 Hz using an
eight-figure digital frequency counter.
Use a remote signal analyser EP1/508 to check
that phase jitter of the output signal between
alternate line periods is less than 0.5 degrees.
(g) switching rlgnal

Fig. 2 WavefiJrms in the OS1/513
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Fig. 3 Simplified Circult ofthe Phase Dlscrlminator in the OSIISI3
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Instruction v.9

SECTION 8
4.4296875 MHz OSCILLATOR 082/505
Introduction
The Oscillator 0321505 comprises a precision
crystal oscillator type H.C.D.15SOV (manufactured
by H.C.D. Research Ltd.) mounted on a modified
CHl/12B chassis; this is wired into a Drive Unit
type GE1/520 (Instruction V.10).
Circuit Description
The circuit of the oscillator is given in Fig. 8.1.
Transistors TRD to TRG form part of the oven
heater circuit. The operating temperature of the
oven is set by the manufacturers to the point on the
frequency-temperature characteristic of the crystal
where the slope is zero; the control RVl should not
be adjusted.
The oscillator, of the Butler type, uses a crystal in
its series-resonant mode in the feedback path of a
two-stage amplifier. The oscillator has a tuned output stage. Frequency adjustment is provided in
two ranges:
(a) Coarse Frequency control C3 varies the frequen-

cy over a range up to 50 Hz. This capacitor is
adjusted by means of the trimming tool provided. Access to the capacitor is obtained by
removing a plug at the rear of the unit and this
plug must be replaced immediately after the
adjustment is made.
(b) Fine Frequency control. A range of frequency
about 4 Hz is provided by adjusting a 10-kilohm
potential divider. This control, shown as an
external control in Fig. 8.1, may be either a
variable resistor mounted at the rear of a GE1/
520 or a part of an Oscillator Correction Unit
UN17/509 (see Instruction V.14).
If it is not possible to tune the oscillator by means
of these controls the value of capacitor C9 should be
changed.
Test Procedure and Maintenance
The oscillator is tested as part of a Drive Unit
GE1/520. The cover should not be removed except
for essential maintenance.

MJR 9/66

See overleaf for Fig. 8.1
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Fig. 8.1 Circuit of the 052/505
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SYNC SEPARATION AND MONITORING PANELS PAlM/544,A

Introduction
The PAlM1544 accepts up to four colour video
signals together with local reference signals of mixed
syncs, PAL squarewave and colour subcarrier. It provides outputs of separated mixed syncs, colour bursts
and burst-and-syncs (black level). Relay logic outputs
are also provided which indicate whether each of the
four input signals is synchronous or non-synchronous
with respect to the local references for monochrome
or colour inputs.
The PAlM/544 operates on 405-line Monochrome
and 625-line PAL standards without any switching.
It incorporates four Sync Separator Units, UN1/589
and four Sync Monitors, MN21511, mounted in a
PN3123 chassis. All connectors are mounted on a
PN3A116H rear panel.
The PAlM1544A differs from the PAlM/544 by
having an EP-4 type mains connector in place of an
.XLR-LNE type. The panels are~klectricallyidentical.
General Specification
Signal Inputs
Reference Inputs
Mixed syncs

PAL squarewave
Subcarrier

1 volt p p ? 6 d ~

0.3 volts p p
(must be terminated in 75
ohms)

Separated burst-and-syncs

0-3 volts p p
mixed syncs +
0.3 volts p p
colour bursts
(combined amplitude 0-45
volts p p )

Impedances
Signal inputs
Reference pulse inputs
Reference subcarrier
Channel outputs
Logic Outputs

2 volts p-p timed
225-1s
later.
than syncs on
a synchronous
video input

nigh impedance
bridging
high impedance
bridging
75 ohms
75 ohms
Synchronous
source indicated by shortcircuit
and
non - synchronous source
by
open-circuit on Monitor
Relays

1 volt p p
phase
mean
phase

Subcarrier Phase Adjustment

Separated colour bursts

P P in
with
burst

+
-12O
on
channel

Operating Standurds

405-line m o m
chrome
625-line PAL

Mains Input

240 volts a.c.
2 1Wo. 150mA

each
Operating Temperature

Outputs from Each Channel
Separated mixed syncs

2 volts p p (must
be terminated
in 75 ohms)

Chassis

one PN3123

Weight

127kg (28 Ib)

.
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General Description
A block diagram of Channel 1 of the PAlMl544
is given in Fig. I ;channels 2 , 3 and 4 are functionally
identical.
In each of the four channels, the Sync Monitor
MN2/5 1 1 compares separated syncs and colour bursts
from the Sync Separator UN 11589 with reference
signqls. The channel input is declared synchronous in
four stages by relays (in the Sync Monitor) which
switch lamps on the front panel of the Monitor and
also provide isolated changeover contacts for external
switching. Wiring in the PAlMl544, detailed in Fig. 2,
uses these contacts to declare the input signal synchronous or non-synchronous thus:
Input Signal
Logic Output
No sync pulses
Synchronous
Non-synchronous monochrome Non-synchronous
Timed monochrome
Synchronous
Timed but not phased colour Non-Synchronous
Timed and phased colour
Synchronous
If the separated burst from an input signal is either
non-existent or below the acceptable amplitude level,

used to power the indicator lamps in the Sync
Monitors. The rear panel also houses the four phascshifter networks and gives screwdriver access for Phase
adjustment on each channel.

Alignment
The Sync Separators and Sync Monitors must be
aligned according to the procedures in the relevant
Instructions.
Apparatus Required
Oscilloscope (SmV/cm)
4.43-MHz Vectorscope fitted with probe
Three BNC 75 ohm terminations
Four 300 ohm resistors
Mullard screwdriver DT2168 for core adjustment
Feed of locally generated PAL colour bars
Feed of mixed-sync pulses delayed by 22511s w.r.t.
those on the colour bars
Feed of subcarrier via UN 11537 phase-shifter
Feed of PAL squarewave

relerence PAL

.",.".- -""refereno
syncs

Ohne,s

t

,

1

"ill"

channels 2-4

T

EP-10-145
PLA5

MN2/311

PLB 5

channels 2 - 4

I

7

'rnonltor
reloyr'

PLA 11
13

,PLA13

2 -4
channel 1
input

\

,

11

I

UN11389
7

9
CAll044ll

Fig. 1

.

1

,-

separated
syncs
creparOled
bursts
LsePoraled
block level

Block Diagram of Channel I in the PA 1/544

the MN21511 feeds a burst-muting signal to the
UN1/589 thereby inhibiting the burst on the burstand-syncs output.
All video and pulse connections to the panel are
made by 50-ohm BNC sockets. The logic circuits are
terminated in an EP- 10- 14s plug. Mains input is by
an XLR-LIVE-32 socket, except on the PAlMl544A
where an EP-4-14s plug is used. Two fuses on the
rear panel protect primary and secondary of a trans
former type M374, mounted inside the rear panel and

Procedure
1. Connect the feeds of syncs, subcarrier and
PAL squarewave t o the panel. Terminate the
sync and burst outputs from channel 1. Switch
on.
2.
Using the Vectorscope and the UN 11537, adjust the phase of reference subcarrier to coincide with mean burst phase ht the input
sockets.
Set all Phase controls to mid-range. Remove the
3.
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MN2/511

I

'

PAlM/544

I

video m i x e r channel

I

I

d

Notes 1 A short -circuit between 3 n s 6 ond
b8.9.10 indicates a synchronous
input t o channelsl,2,3,4 on panel
PAlM/544,corresponding t o channels
7.B.9.10 on mixer MX11501
2 Pomton 1 W a y sockets o r e labelled
SKA t o SKM left to right oi r e a r
01 panel

not
phased

Fig. 2

4.

Wiring of the PA 1/544

inner conductors from pin 1 of phase-shifters
2, 3 and 4 and terminate each conductor in
300 ohms. Adjust the core of L1 on phaseshifter 1 to give unity gain. Reconnect the
input to phase-shifter 2, leaving phase-shifter
1 connected. Adjust L1 of phase-shifter 2 to
give unity gain. Likewise adjust L1 of phaseshifters 3 and 4, each time leaving the preceding
phase-shifter inputs connected. (This procedure
is designed to rninimise interaction between
phase-shifters.)
Connect the colour-bar feed to channel 1 input
and terminate the burst-and-syncs (black level)
output in 75 ohms at the oscilloscope. The display should show 0-3 volts p-p syncs and 0.3
volts p-p bursts. The lamps on channel I Sync
Monitor should indicate Pulses, Timed, Colour
and Phased. Adjust the UN1/537 to ensure that
the Phased indication holds for approximately
+lo0 displacement of the phase of reference
subcarrier. Return the UN1/537 to its initial
setting.

Measure continuity between pins 6 and 7 of the
Monitor Relays plug. A short-circuit should
exist, indicating synchronism.
Displace the subcarrier phase by 20•‹ using the
UN11537. The Phased lamp should go out and
the short-circuit disappear.
Remove the burst from the colour-bar feed. The
Colour lamp should go out and the short-circuit
reappear.
Delay reference syncs by a further 65011s relative to colour-bar syncs. The Timed lamp
should go out and the short-circuit disappear.
Remove the colour-bar input; all lamps-should
go out and the short-circuit reappear.
Repeat operations 4 to 9 for channels 2 , 3 and
4 in turn. Measure continuity between pins 6
and 8 of the MonitorRelays plug for channel
2, pins 6 and 9 for channel 3, and pins 6 and 10
for channel 4.

References to Typical Associated Equipment
1. Outside Broadcast Video Mixer MX1/501
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STABILISED POWER SUPPLIERS

PS2/2 1A-F

Introduction
These power suppliers are all variants of one basic
type and give output.voltages of 6, 1 2 18, 24 or
36 volts. They all employ the same circuit configuration, differing only in mechanical details.
All units use printed circuit cards and require an
input voltage of 240 volts f6 %, 50Hz. Individual
performance characteristics are given in Table I.

Parameter
NominalOutp~fVolta#e

Output Current Max.amps.

I
0.5

In the PS2/22 series the units are not mounted in
individual chassis but are intended to be mounted
with other apparatus in existing CHl/IZA chassis.
The s u f i letters have the same meanings as for the
PS2/21 series with the addition of the PS2/22F which
has an output of 12 volts with an improved
performance and long term stability.
This series of power suppliers is superseded by

PS2113,PS2/21,PS2/22

0.5

0-333

0.25

"
0.166

5
0.5

PS2106

0.5

Regulation (% change of output
volts with 5.0% mains input
variation*)
Ripple Content p p mV
Max. Ambient Temp. "C
Thermal Stability mVI0C

The PS2/13 series of units each consists of two
units mounted in a CHl/l2A chassis. Table 2 lists
the s u f i letters of the codes with the output
voltages available from the units; index peg
numbers are also given.
In the PS2/21 series each supplier consists of one
unit mounted in a CH1/12A chassis. The su&
letters A to F correspond to the various output
tollages. These. with index-peg nunlhers are listed
In l'ahlc 3. PS2,21 F contains a PS? ' X F card.

PS2/9 1, PS2/92 and PS2/93.
The PS2/86 employs a slightly modified PS2/22A
(set Fig. 4) and a PS2/22F mounted together in a
CHl/l2A chassis.

circait DcPcripthn
The circuit diagrams are given in Fig. 1, Fig. 2,
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 along with component values for
the various versions.
The circuit employed for all units is conventional.

J
from 0011359 1s. 8
Parts L i s t s DAll360
D411456
M11469

November 1971
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Fig. 4

Circuit of Power Supplier PS2/86

pattern shows the on condition and an all black
pattern shows the off condition.

TABLE2
PS2/13 Series
Suflx Letier

I

Output Voltages
Front

Index Pegs

TABLE3
PS2/21 Series

-

A

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
J
K

L
M
N
P

Q

R

L

2 and 10
2 and 12
2 and 14
2 and 16
2 and 18
2and 11
2 and 13
2 and 15
2 and 17
4and 8
4 and 10
4 and 12
4 and 14
4and 16
4and 18
2and 11

The zener diode provides the reference potential
and RVl (or RVll) provides output voltage
adjustment. C3 and C4 are used to reduce the
effects of h.f. disturbances. INDl gives a signal
that the unit is working but does not necessarily
indicate correct functioning. The maltese cross

Maintenance
Regular maintenance is not required but an
occasional check should be made to ensure that the
performance is as shown in Table 1.
References
1. Designs Specification No.7.9(63)
2. Designs Department Specification No.7.16(64)
3. Designs Department Specification No.9.119(69)
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POWER SUPPLIER PS2136
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Circuit of the Power Supplier PS2/36 (early type)
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Introduction
The Power Supplier PS2136 is a stabilised power
supplier capable of delivering up to 2 amps. The output voltage may be varied by changing the connections on the transformer secondary winding (coarse
control) and by adjustment of a preset resistor (fine
control). With the transformer secondary connections
set for a nominal output of 12 volts the preset resistor gives a range of about 10-15 volts.
The unit is a Roband type P2507 Power Unit
mounted on a CH1/12B chassis. Other features are:
Mains input
100-125 volts and
200-250 volts

,

Output resistance

0-04 ohms

Ripple voltage

Less than 1 mV
peak - to - peak

Stability

Better than 0.1
per cent

Overload circuit

Adjustable over
the range 1-2.5
amps

Index-peg positions

12 and 30

Circuit Description
Fig. 1 includes the circuit diagram and a drawing
of the componerrt location which is not indicated on
the unit.
The multi-tapped mains transformer is normally
connected for 240 volts on the primary winding and
for 16.volts on the secondary which gives a stabilised
supply at 12 volts. The bridge rectifier, which is protected by the fuse FS1, produces a voltage across the
reservoir capacitor C2 whose direct component lies
between 23 and 19 volts'depending on the load. Provision is made for the use of an external fuse or circuit-breaker between the reservoir capacitor and the
series regulator circuit. If this facility is not required
then pins 9 and 10 should be linked on the socket
into which the unit is plugged.
The series regulator circuit is a three-stage directlycoupled emitter follower. The third stage has two
transistors, TR3 and TR7, connected in parallel. The
regulator circuit is fed with a control voltage from the
amplifier consisting of transistors TR4 and TR5.
To compensate for resistance in the external
connecting leads, and so maintain a stable voltage at
the load rather than at the output terminals of the

unit, separate amplifier terminals are provided to enable the amplifier to be conriected directly to the
load by leads which may be of low current rating.
When the load is fed by short low-resistance leads it
is necessary only to put direct links between the
amplifier terminals and the output terminals.
The amplifier is a Long-tailed pair circuit, whose
output is the amplified difference between a
reference voltage, developed across a zener diode
MR7, and a proportion of the output voltage which
exists across resistor R8. The feedback loop tends to
maintain a constant voltage at the base of transistor
TR5 and variation of the Set Volts control RVI
adjusts the output voltage.
The overload transistor TR6 is normally cut-off
because the base potential is more positive than that
at the junction of the resistors R9 and R10. Hence, at
low output currents, the base is also more positive
than the emitter of the transistor. As the load current
increases, the voltage drop across resistor R9 increases
and so the potential at the junction between resistors
R9 and R10 becomes more negative with respect to
the stabilised voltage at the emitter of transister TR6.
The base potential of transistor TR6 also becomes
more negative. At a sufficiently high output current,
transistor TR6 starts to conduct and draws current
through resistor R2 which is also the collector load of
TR5. This increase in the control voltage across resistor R2 results in a drop in output voltage. The point
at which the overload transistor TR6 conducts can be
varied, by means of the SetMax. Current control
RV2, over a range of output current from 1 to 2.5
amps.
Operational Limitation
For a normal transformer secondary voltage of 16
volts, the range of output voltage obtainable by the
full excursion of the Set Volts control RVl is 4 to
15 volts. The lower end of this range must not be
used because the voltage is insufficient to cause the
reference zener diode MR7 to conduct. The range of
output voltage between 6 and 10 volts should only be
used after careful consideration of the output current
required. The limitation on output current is due to
the restriction on power dissipation of transistors
TR3 and TR7 which must not exceed a total of 40
watts. The limitatbn can be overcome to a certain
extent by varying the voltage tapping on the transformer secondary winding for output voltages other
than 12 volts. The manufacturers recommend that
the secondary voltage should be four volts higher
than the required output voltage.
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Circuit Description Late Type (Serial numbers from,
about 150)
A circuit diagram is given in Fig. 2. The mains
transformer and rectifier circuits are conventional.
For fixed station work the transformer taps are
normally set to 240 volts on the primary side, but for
O.B.use the 230 volt taps are used, both with the I5
volt secondary taps.
The series regulator VT104 receives current drive
to its base from VT102. VTlOl is the drive current
amplifier and is controlled by the voltage amplifier
VT2. VT3 and VT4 form a long-tail pair comparator
and voltage adjusting stage with zener diode MR6
providing the reference voltage. RVl02 is the Set
Volts control giving an output voltage range of 10.4
volts to 13 volts at the full load of 2 amperes.
If the voltage at the base of VT4 tends, say, to
move positively due to a drop in output voltage, the
potential at the collector moves negatively causing a
corresponding positive move at the collector of the
voltage amplifier VT2. This is passed by the drive current amplifier VTlOl to VT102, thus increasing ,the
drive to the series regulator VT104.
The zener diode MR7 prevents the base of VT4
from moving too far negatively. It is normally nonconducting.
VT103 is the current limiter stage and, depending
on the setting of RVIOI, the limiting overload current can be varied from 0.5 to 2.5 amperes. VT103 is
normally biassed to cutoff by RVIOI. Under overload conditions, ihe voltage across RllO rises and
this, in series with the base-emitter voltage of VT104
causes VT103 to conduct. The collector potential of
VT103 drops and the current drive to VT104 is
reduced so that only the limiting current as set by
RVlOl can flow into the load. At the same time, the
output voltage collapses to an extent depending on
the severity of the overload. There is no lock-out
action 'and the circuit reverts to normal working as
soon as the excessive load is removed.
Maintenance
Neither model requires routine maintenance but
the following points may be checked occasionally.

Early Model (Serial numbers up to approximately
150)
The input volts to the mains t~ansformershould
1.
be 240 and the secondary tappings should be
adjusted to give 16 volts output. The mains
earth connection is connected to the screen of
:
the transformer only.
The change in output voltage between no-load
2.
and full-load (2 amperes) should be less than
80 mV in 12 volts.
The input mains current with a full load con3.
nected should be about 200 mA.
The ripple voltage across the load at full load
4.
should be less than 1 mV p-p.
5. The change of output voltage with a ?lo%
change of input mains voltage should be less
than 24 mV.
6.
For operation at the normal maximum load
current of 2 amperes, the Set Max Current control RV2 is adjusted so that the output voltage
just starts to collapse at a load current of 2.4
amperes.
Late Model (Serial numbers above approximately
150)
The input to the mains transformer should be
240 volts (but see text) and the 15 volt
secondary tappings should be used. The mains
earth connection is made to the screen of the
transformer and to chassis.
The change in output.voltage between no-load
and full-load (2 amperes) should be less than
120 mV in 1 2 volts.
The input mains current with a full load connected should be about 200 mA.
The ripple voltage across the load at full load
should be less than 1 mV p-p.
A change of input volts from 200 V to 260 V
should cause less than 10 mV change in the
output voltage.
For operation at the normal maximum load
current of 2 amperes, the Limit Current control
RVlOl is adjusted so that the- output voltage
just starts to collapse at a load current of 2.4
amps.
AIB 1 1/70
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POWER SUPPLIERS PS3/35 SERIES

Introduction
The power suppliers PS3/35A, B and C contain I ,
2 or 3 mains transformers M 3 19A, respectively, and
provide I, 2 or 3 centre tapped outputs of 13 volts 1
ampere. CH 1/12A chassis are used with 15-way Paintton connectors. The units are suitable for studio or
mobile use and have index-peg positions 24 and 37.
The circuit is shown in Fig. 1.

Outputs
A version

B version
C version

Operating Temperature Range
General Specification

Input Voltage

240V t o 250V,
50Hz

Fig. 1

OV - 6.5V - 13V,
r.m.s.
OV - 6.5V - 13V,
1A r.m.s. twice
OV - 6.5V - 13V,
1A r.m.s. three
times
O•‹C

to

4S•‹C

Reference
Designs Department Specification No. 10.42(68)
Designs Department Technical Memorandum No.
10.32(70)

Circuit of the PS3/35

AIB 10170

f r o m OSK 12990 A 3 h DSK 12991 A 3

+_'e

limit
current
RVlOI
250

-

--

FS101
4A

VT104
2N3055

MR104
IN4003
10-D-2

Rl10
0.5

I

Notes
Components i n t h e 100 aeries he. VTlO1,
R101. C l O l e t c . a r e on main c i r c u i t board
R103
1Ok

Components i n tne 1, 2, 3 etc. series a r e on
the control a m p l i l i e r c i r c u i t board

RlIl
2.2k

Thls c i r c u i t applips t o u n i t s having s e r l a l
n u m b e r s abovm about 150

fig

2 circuit

0,

the PS2/36 (Lote ~ j p e )
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SYNC SEPARATOR UN1/589

Introduction
The UN1/589 accepts a colour video signal at
standard level and provides outputs of:
Separated Mixed syncs
Separated colour bursts
Burst-and-syncs
The unit contains a mains-fed stabilised powersupplier and is constructed on two printed-wiring
boards accommodated in a CH 1/26A plug-in chassis
with index-peg positions 18 and 31. The front panel
carries a mains neon indicator and monitoring points
for Video Input and Burst-and-Syncs (Black-level)
Output. The rear panel carries the mains fuse.
The IN11589 will operate on 405-line Monochrome, 525-line NTSC and 625-line PAL standards
without any switching. With a monochrome input the
burst-adding circuitry can be muted to reduce noise
and gating transients by the application of an external
earth.

Burst Mu ring

the burst on the
burst - and
syncs output
can be r e
moved by the
application of
an
external
earth

Allowable Input Distortion

Simultaneous die
turbance by:
a) signal
input
variation between
05V
and 2V p p
b) white
noise
giving a SIN
ratio of 30dB
c) 0 3 V p p 50
Hz on the
input
waveform
d) 1.f. distortion
corresponding
to a tirneconstant of 1
ms

'

General Spe&cat ion
Input S W l Amplitude

Input Impedcnce
Output Signals
Mixed Syncs
Colour Bursts
Burst-and-Syncs

Output Impedance

(for less than 50-ns jitter
bn mixed sync output)

I V p-p composite
video
10 kilohm in parallel with 2pF

2v PP
0.3V p-p
0.3V p p mixed
syncs + 0.3V
pp
colour
bursts (combined amplitude
0-45V
PP)
75 ohms

Propagation Delay (input to output)
Mixed Syncs
225 ns ? 25 ns
Colour Bursts
1 cycle ?lo at
4-43MHz (i.e.
nominally 225
ns)
Burst-and-syncs
nominally 225 ns

-

Mains Input
Operating Temperature

10•‹C to S O W

Weight

1-1 kg (2% Ib)

Circuit Description
. The block diagram of the UN 1I589 is given in
Fig. 1. The circuit diagram is H e n in Fk 2 on p q e 3.
The colour video sgnal is fed directly t o the Input
amplifier, TR5-7 ' and IC 1, which offers a high
impedance and provides approximately 6-dB gain.
The output from the emitter-followet TR7 is split
into two routes, one for sync separation the other
for burst separation.
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Sync Pulse Separation
The video signal taking this path is filtered to
improve tolerance in the main sync separator IC2,
both to signals with a high noise level and also to
signals with subcarrier extending below blanking
level. The filter has two stages - a subcarrier trap
L1, C8 tuned to 3.6 MHz and a low-pass tilter R24,
C9. The low-pass filter contributes largely to the
225-11s sync pulse propagation delay through the unit.
After filtering, the signal is fed to the emitterfollower TR8. At the emitter of TR8 a side chain is
started to generate clamp pulses for use in the clamp
preceding the main sync separator. The side chain
contains a subsidiary sync-separator stage driving a
clamp pulse generator.

vldeo
Input

input
ompllfler
TR5.TR6
I C 1 .TR7

R30-3 1, C2 and used to trigger the clamp pulse
generator TRI I from saturation into cut-off. The
positive-going pulses, 1-7 20-5ps duration, generated
at the collector of TRI I drive the clamp TR13-14
directly.
The video feed to the clamp is fed from the
emitter of TR8, through the emitter-follower TR12.
The clamp circuit must be loaded by a high impedance to minimise the introduction of 1.f. tilt on the
clamped waveform; emit ter-follower TR 15 is therefore biased at a low collector current. The emitter of
TR15 is connected to one input of the main sync
separator, IC2, a long-tail pair slicer circuit. The
reference input of the slicer is maintained at the
required d.c. level by the emitter-follower TR16.

R
sync t l p
detector
TR17,TRW

sub-carrler
trap h
low-pass;
filter 1
TRO

+

.

.

syncs

sync sllcer

emltter
,ollower
TR12

x

output
+TR13.TR14
clamp
+ c l l ~ p e r -f a m p l i f i e r
TR15.TR16
TR19,TRZO
IC 2

output 2
syncs

TR21

burst gate
separator

TR22.TR23
TR24.TR25

k'
chrominance
band-pass
filler

t

chromlnance
Iamp1111er
TR26.TR27

t-

..

burst m u t e
L

input

'+'
burst

modulator
~021507
CM 1

syncs

h bursts

smutcogate

TR30
06.07

adder
TR28.TR29

*

ampllrier
TR33.TR34

CoiOur

1

1
. t 1.
I

.
,

UNI/S~Y/!

bursts
output
amplifier
TR33.TR32

burst'

..
Fig. 1

Block Diagram of the Sync Separator UN 1/589

In the side chain, additional filtering t o further
in~provenoise immunity, is performed by R27, C10
after which the filtered video signal is passed through
the emitter-follower TR9 to the sync-separator stage
TR10. The trailing edges of the separated positivegoing syncs from TRIO are differentiated by

Sync-pulse amplitude at the output of the slicer is
controlled by varying the total current through the
long-tailed-pair with R43.
The requirement that the sync pulses be sliced at
half-amplitude, t o preserve the input sync-pulse
direction, is met primarily by R40 in the resistor
\

p w r r supply

BOARD 1

Eakur sync
ou1p1 ow
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chain which biases the slicer. Variation in the setting
of R40 changes the d.c. level on pin 5 of 1C2 so that
the slicer can be set with a standard level input to
slice exactly half-way down the sync pulses of the
video input. Any variation of the input level is monitored by the sync-tip detector TR17- 18 from which
a filtered correction voltage, acting in a sense such as
to maintain the desired slicing level, is fed to IC2 via
R50 and TR16. The value of R50 has been selected
to ensure approximately correct slicing over an input
variation of t6dB.
The sync output is taken from pin 6 of IC2 via the
emitter-follower TR19 to the output amplifier
TR20-21 which provides 2V p-p negative-going
mixed syncs across 75 ohm. The complementary
sync output from pin 8 of IC2 is used to drive the
burst-gate pulse generator.

across 75 ohms. The second path from CM I is to the
syncs and bursts adder TR28-29 operating into a
common collector load, R93. The burst-and-syncs
signal is passed to the output amplifier TR33-34.
Capacitors C43-44 are included to allow the phase of
the separated burst output to be set to lead the burst
phase of the colour-sync signal by I l o (the increased
delay in the colour-sync output is caused by the
added complexity of the output amplifier TR33-34).
If the burst is either non-existent at the input or
below an acceptable level at the burst output, it can
be muted on the burst-and-syncs output by returning
PLA 13 to earth. This operation bottoms TR30 thereby switching D7 on and reverse biasing D6. In this
condition the base of TR28 is isolated ensuring that
only separated syncs arrive at the black level output
on PLA9.

Colour Bunt Separation
The composite input signal is transferred by .link
'A' from the emitter of TR7 to the colour burst
separator, situated on the hinged printed-circuit
board.
Chrorninance information is separated from the
composite input by the high-pass filter C21, i 2
followed by three low-pass sections L3, C22; L4,
C23; L5, C24; providing a band-pass characteristic
overall. Propagation delay in the filter is adjusted to
be exactly one cycle at 4-43 MHz. Chrominance
information from the filter is amplified by TR26 and
fed by an emitter-follower to the gating modulator1
input. Burst gating pulses feed the modulation input.
Therefore the modulator CMI acts as a switch,
allowing the colour bursts to pass but excluding all
remaining chrominance information. The long-taded.pair slicer IC2 provides the supply of positive-going
syncs which are passed through link 'B' to the burstgating pulse generator TR22-25. These pulses are
'sharpened in the long-tailedrpair clipper TR22-23
with the aid of feedback through C26. The level at
which the clipper operates, governed by the voltage
of the base of TR23, determines the timing of the
negative-going output pulses. R71 is therefore
selected t o give the required timing of the start of
burst-gating. The clipped pulses are passed by the
emitter-follower TR24 to the gate pulse generator
TR25. Gate pylse duration is determined by the
timeconstant C28, C41-R75. Positive-going burst
gate pulses are fed directly to the modulator CM 1 on
pin 5.
The gated colour-burst from the output of CMl
follows two paths. One is to the burst output amplifier TR3 1-32 which provides an output of 0.3V p-p

Power Supply
The power unit is a normal serieastabilised circuit
except for the emitter-follower TR4 which splits the
voltage supply rails and provides both positive and
negative polarities. This simplifies the problem of
supplying signal outputs at OV d.c. offset. The regulated output from the power supply is brought topins
PLA4 and PLA6 to supply an ancilIary unit, typically the Sync Monitor MN2/511 installed in a
monitoring panel2
Alignment Instructions
Apparatus Required
Oscilloscope with 5mV/cm sensitivity
White Noise Generator GE4/501 or equivalent
Colour Calibrator UN2M/505
Video Oscillator lMHz to lOMHz
Feed of 625-line coded colour bars
Test leads as required in Figs. 3&and 4 (x indicates
relative cable lengths)
75-ohm mixing pad
Video distribution amplifier 6dB gain
Video sweep generator (Videoskop or similar)
4-43-MHz Vectorscope with external subcarrier
reference

Adjustment of Sync Pulse Sepamtor
1.1 Connect the Video Oscillator, set t o 1V p p at
3-6 MI-iz, to the input and adjust C8 for minimum sinewave at the emitter of TR8.
1.2 Replace the 3-6-MHz input with 625-line 100%
coded colour bars. Examine the terminated
mixed syncs output on PLA14 with the oscilloscope.
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Attenuate the input by 6dB; adjust R40 to
obtain a clean sync output and R43 to give a
sync pulse amplitude of 2V p-p across 75 ohm.
Remove the attenuator. Check that luminance
information on the output is less than IOmV;
the presence of excess luminance signal indicates a fault in IC2.
1.3 Add white noise to the colour bar input as in
Fig. 3 to give a S/N ratio of 24dB. Examine the
output and adjust R40 to give symmetrical
noise-spike break-through on sync tips and
blanking level. Reduce the signal level by 6dB
and re-check symmetry. Adjust R40 for best
compromise. Check that sync amplitude is not
reduced when the input is attenuated by 6dB.

.

2.2

2.3

colour
Vldeo

I V p-p colour

,

dB

video signal

u
pad B

I

-

2%

0

b

p

signal

cotour

burst

75 o h m p a d

I

u
pad A

Fig. 3

1.4

With back plate on and the coded colour bar
input connected, adjust R82 to give 0.3V p-p
colour burst output on PLA7. Adjust the rrimming resistors and capacitors in CM I for optimum rejection of both chrominance information (typically less than 2mV) and gating pulse
breakthrough (typically less than 15mV).
Assemble the equipment as shown in Fig. 4.
Test the assembly by substituting a musa
coupler for the UN 11589 in the burst-and-syncs
path and for the UN11589 and delay cable in
the burst path. Check that the phase of the
output signal isconstant irrespective of the cable
route. Re-connect the cables as in Fig. 4 and
ensure that the back plate is fitted.

UN! 1 5 8 9 1 3

Test Circuit for UN 7/589

Examine the waveform on the collector of
TR25 and compare it with the sync output.
Adjust R71 so that the burst-gate pulse starts
250ns f 50ns after the mid-point of the sync
trailing-edge.
Adjust C41 so that the burst gate pulse
duration is 3.6 0.1 ps at the tip.

+

Adjustmevt of Colour Burst Separator
2.1 Apply a IV p-p output from the Videoskop,
set t o sweep from lMHz t o 7MHz, t o the
UN11589 input. Connect the sweep-display
high-impedance input probe to the emitter of
TR27. Initial alignment is simplified by first
setting L3 core I !h turns from the top of its
screening can. Adjust L 2 for maximum amplitude on the Videoskop display and then turn
L 2 core anticlockwise to reduce this maximum
by %dB. Adjust the remaining two low-pass
sections, L3 and L4, to give a band-pass
characteristic flat within T 0 5 d limits
~
between
3MHz and 5.5MHz and with about 3dB loss at
2-5 MHz and 6-5 MHz.

Fig. 4

2.4

Test Circuit for UN 1/589

Adjust L5 in the filter to obtain a propagation
delay of one cycle at 4.43MHz via the burst
path and delay cable. Select C44 to achieve the
same result from the burst-and-syncs output.
Reset R82 to obtain 0.3V p-p burst a t the
burst output. Measure the burst amplitude
using a Colour Calibrator UN2M/505.
Select R1 14 (in parallel with R107) to give
sync pulse am litude on t h e , burst-and-syncs
signal of 300 - I 5 m V . Reset R 8 2 t o give a
burst output amplitude of 300mV p-p.
Examine the shape of the burst output. The
top and bottom should be flat within 5mV.
Any distortion in the shape may be caused by
mis-alignment of the chrominance band-pass
filter.
,

2.5

0

2.6

+

Final Checks
3.1 Ensure that the sync pulse component of the
burst-and-syncs signal has an amplitude of
3 0 0 T 3mV p-p. If not, adjust R 4 3 to obtain
this, then check that the mixed sync output is
within
lOmV of 2V p-p.

+
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3.2

3.3

Examine the burst output amplitude on pin 7
and confirm that it is not changed by more
than 30mV by the application of an earth to
pin 13.
Remove the input. There should be no spurious
outputs and the d.c. offset on all outputs
should be less than 0-5V.

Reference to Typical Associated Equipment
1.
Carrier Amplitude Modulator MD21507
2.
Sync Separation and Monitoring Panels
PAlM1537; PAlMl538; PAlM/544

RDH 7/70
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TONE SWITCH UNIT UN91571

General Description

The UN9/571 produces d.c. signal at -3 volts +_
0.5 volts and -6 volts + 0-5 volts which simulate tlie
error signals generated in the Natlock sync-timing and
subcarrier pliase comparators.
The d.c siglals are derived from a standard
PS2/T"B Regulated Power Supply which is housed
with the rest 01' !tic unit in a single CH 111 1A chassis
with index-pcs positions 29 and 37. The d.c. signals
are manually swilched t o the output terminals.

CCM

Fig, 1.

A regulated 12-volt supply at up to 400 mA is
available from the unit for powerlng other items of
equipment. The positive terminal o f the supply is
connected to chassis.
Fig. 1 shows tlie circuit o f tlie unit.

Test Procedure
The UN91571 is testcd as part of the parent
equipment typically EPI 41503

I

Circuit of the Tone Switch Unit UN9/571

1

August 1968

UN9/528

BISTABLE UNITS UN9/528 AND UN1/535
Introduction
These units are electrically identical bistable
circuits constructed on printed wiring boards 2
inches by 1 6 inches (UN91528) and 49 inches by
1& inches (UN11535).

simultaneously positive-going voltage transitions
at inputs 1 and 2 change the state of the bistable
circuit due to the action of the gating diodes. In
these changes it is assumed that the feedback input
is either open circuit or is negative with respect to

OUTPUT 2

OUTPUT I

IWPUT

INPUT I

t

Fig. I Circult of UN9/528

Circuit Description
The circuit diagram of the UN9/528 and the
UN1/535 is given in Fig. 1. These bistable circuits
(see also Television Engineering Vol. 3) operate in
one of two stable states :
(a) Transistor TR1 conducting and transistor TR2
cut off is known as the Set state.
(b) Transistor TR1 cut off and transistor TR2
conducting is known as the Reset or Clear state.
Because the circuit is symmetrical, except for the
feedback input, the definitions given for set and
reset are arbitrary and may be found defined in the
opposite sense in some Instructions.
The bistable circuit is changed from one state to
theother by means of input signals. The behaviour
of the basic bistable circuit is modified by the inclusion of input coupling capacitors C1 and C5 and
by the inclusion of gating diodes D l to D5. These
are sometimes called steering diodes.
A positive-going voltage transition applied to
input 1 changes the bistable circuit from the set
state to the reset state. A positive-going transition
applied to input 2 changes the bistable circuit
from the reset state to the set state. Application of

a trigger voltage. If a voltage is applied to the feedback input which is positive with respect to this
trigger voltage the bistable circuit changes to the
reset state irrespective of the other input signals.
An input signal does not change the state of the
bistable circuit if it is already in the state to which
it would otherwise be switched.

Use of Bistable in Logic Circuits
Fig. 2 shows the logic diagram symbol for a
bistable unit together with the pin designations

x t Input

s (I*)

reset input R

(a+ output a

(I,)

(02)output

8

(F)

feedback input F

Fig. 2 Logic Symbol for UN9/528 (Positive Loglc)

used on the UN9/528 and the normal nomenclature
for inputs and outputs. This symbol is applicable to
the UN9/528 in logic diagrams using positive logic
(see Instruction G.1, Section 8). A transition
from 0 to 1 (a positive-going transition in this
instance) at any of the inputs switches the state of
the corresponding output to a value of 1. Also a
value of 1 at input F maintains the state of Q2 at a
value of 1. In the UN9/528, output Q2 corresponds
to input I1 and output Q1 corresponds to input I*.
With the symbol used in the position shown (with
the main signal flow from left to right) and an output
value of 1 at the Q1 (or upper) terminal the bistable
is said to be in the set state. Conversely with a
value of 1 at the Q2 (or lower) terminal the bistable
is said to be in the reset state. Similarly the input
terminals I1 and I2 can be referred to as the reset
and set terminals respectively.
Because the two outputs of a bistable are normally complementary they may be labelled output
Q and output Q (NOT-Q). is sometimes written
as Q'. The behaviour of the UN9/528 is sometimes
given in the form shown in Table 1.

outputs
Inputs

PUISe due 10

alternative
inputs at a

uNPISZ8/2

(b)

(a)

Fig. 3 And Gate Input Circuit

Table 1 shows different combinations for the
three inputs; set, reset and feedback. The output
columns give the resulting states of the outputs. The
subscript used with Q denotes one of a series of output states because under certain conditions the
output state depends upon a previous output
state. For example: if all the input conditions
change to a value of 0 the set output state Q,
does not change and is therefore the same as the
previous output state Qn-l. Similarly if the input
conditions change to (S=l, R = l and F=O) the
output Qn changes and is therefore the complement
of the previous output state; that is

Feed-back Input Gating
The feedback input terminal of the bistable unit
is often fed via a capacitor and resistor as shown in
Fig. 3. This input circuit can be represented as an
AND gate. The resistive input is usually fed from
the collector of a transistor whose two alternative
output voltages are insufficient to trigger the feedback input. The circuit values are arranged so that,
with the more negative (0) resistive input, a pulse
at the capacitor input is insufficient to trigger the
feedback input but, with the more positive (1) resistive input, the pulse is sufficient to trigger the feedback input as shown in Fig. 3(b).
MJR 10167
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BURST GATE DELAY UNIT UN14/502

from 0 1 8 6 1 9 A 3

ISS

z

Parts l l s t D l O e 2 O A 4

Flg. 1 Clrcult of the Burst-gate Delay Unit UNf4I.502

The UN14/502 accepts an input of burst gate
p a e s and produces an output of these pulses
inverted, amplified and delayed by 600 ns. The
unit, which also contains a power supplier PS2/22B,
is constructed on a chassis CH1/12A with index-peg
positions 9 and 31.

The circuit of the UN14/502 is given in Fig. 1.
The amplitude of the output pulses is limited by
means of zener diode D l to about 5 volts p-p.

MJR 4/69

Instruction V.14
Part 17

SECTION 2
FIXED DIVIDER UNIT UN17/502
Introduction
The Fixed Divider UN17/502, as used in a Drive
Unit GE1/520, is fed with a 4-4296875-MHz
reference frequency signal. The UN171502 feeds
this signal to a Variable Divider UN17/501 and also
divides the frequency by 154. This frequency,
28.7642 kHz, is added to the output frequency of
the UN17/501 to produce twice-line frequency
square-wave and sine-wave outputs.
The UN171502 is constructed on a CH1/26A
chassis with index peg positions 12 and 28.
Circuit Description
The circuit of the UN17/502 is given in Fig. 2.1.
Input Amplifier
A reference frequency sinewave is fed via pin 2
to a two-stage negative feedback amplifier which
includes transistors T R l l and TR12. The output
of this amplifier is fed to the Reference Frequency
Output Amplifier and to the first of two Schmitt
Trigger Circuits.

and 2. The counter feeds one input of theModulator.
Modulator
The modulator comprises similar input and
output amplifiers and a balanced modulator
circuit. The amplifiers comprise a tuned stage
feeding an emitter follower. The output of the
associated UN17/501 is fed via pin 5 to the input
amplifier and the outputs of the divide-by-154
counter are fed to the bases of transistors TR5 and
TR6. The output of the modulator (similar in
form to that of a ring modulator described in
Instruction L.l) is fed to a band-pass filter.
Band-pass Filter
This is a constant-k filter tuned to twice-line
frequency which has a mid-section impedance
transformation4 to reduce the value of inductor L4.
Output Amplifer
The band-pass filter feeds a two-stage emitter
follower output amplifier which also feeds the
second schmitt trigger circuit.

Reference Frequency Output Ampl.@er
This amplifier, containing transistors TR13 and
TR14, is a variable-gain amplifier with negative
feedback. The output impedance is 75 ohms.

Test Procedure
The UN171502 is tested as part of a Drive Unit
GE1/520.

Schmitt Trigger Circuits
There are two schmitt trigger c i r c u i t ~ ~ ~in2 the
~3
UN17/502 both of which are used to square their
input waveforms for driving a counter chain. They
differ from a standard circuit in that there is a smallvalue capacitor across the common-emitter resistor.
The first trigger circuit, which includes transistors
TR15 and TR16, drives the divide-by-154 counter
andJhe second circuit is used to drive a divide-by625 counter in a Picture and Field Unit UN171503.

Bibliography
1. Towers, T. D. ; Pumps and Schmitts: Wireless
World, Aug. 1964.
2. Television Engineering, Vol. 3 (2nd Edition) :
Iliffe.
3. Newell, A. F. and Tourtel, P. A.; Transistor
Backlash Circuits: Mullard Technical Communications, Vol. 6, No. 51.
4. Shea, T. E. ; Transmission Networks and Wave
Filters: D. Van Nostrand.

Divide-by-154 Counter
The ratio of this counter has the factors 7, 11

MJR 10166

See page 2.3for Fig. 2.1.
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Clrcult of the UN17/502

SECTION 3
PICTURE AND FIELD UNIT UN17/503
Introduction
The UN17/503 is used in a Drive Unit GE1/520
(Instruction V.lO) to perform two separate functions :
(a) to divide the frequency of a signal from
twice-line frequency to field frequency.
(b) to generate picture-frequency pulses from a
mixed-sync input.
The UN17/503 is constructed on a CH1/26A
chassis with index peg positions 12 and 17.

pulse duration of 4 ms.
The line and field pulses derived by these circuits
are differentiated to reduce their duration to 20 p
and 2 ps respectively. The differentiated pulses are
fed to a diode AND gate which produces an output
on even fields only. These picture-frequency
pulses trigger an 8-~(smonostable multivibrator.
Fig. 3.4 shows some of the waveforms in the
picture-pulse generator circuit.
Test Procedure
The UN17/503 is tested as part of a Drive Unit
GE 11520.

Circuit Description
The circuit of the UN17/503 is given on page 3.3.
+

monostable

D-

4I

field 'sync
separator

monostable

V1411P2

\

Fig. 3.2

Block Diagram of the Picture-pulse Generator

The divide-by-625 circuit comprises a chain of ten
Bistable Units UN9/528 followed by a complementary emitter follower output stage.
A block diagram of the picture-pulse generator
circuit is shown in Fig. 3.2. The input mixed-sync
pulses are fed via a complementary emitter follower,
TR4 and TR5, to a monostable multivibrator
conGning transistors TR6 and TR7. This multivibrator, which triggers on the leading edges of
line-sync pulses, has an output pulse duration of
45 ps to prevent double-triggering during the fieldsignal period. The sync-pulses are also fed to a
field-sync separator circuit formed by R34, L1 and
C19. The input and output waveforms of this
circuit are shown in Fig. 3.3. Diode D6 is biased
so that only the positive-going pulses at the start
of the second and subsequent broad pulses cause
the diode to conduct. The first of these pulses
triggers a monostable multivibrator, containing
transistors TR13 and TR14, which has an output
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Circuit of the UN17/503

October, I969

CONTROL UNIT'UNl7/504

2
R

3
A

4
f

from remots
connector

Fig. I Circuit of the UN17/504
(a) switching circuit
(b) battery circuit

The Control Unit UN17/504 is used in a Drive
Unit GE 11520
I It contains a
switching circuit,.Fig. l(a),- to control the phase
of the output from the Drive Unit and a standby

battery switching and regulator circuit, Fig. 4.l(b).
The UN17/504 is constructed on a CH1/12A
'
chassis with index peg positions 12 and 13.
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SYNC PROCESS UNIT UN171505
Introduction
The UN171505 accepts two mixed sync pulse
inputs and produces the following outputs:
Derivedfrom first input
(a) Line-frequency pulses
(b) Inverted line-frequency pulses
(c) A negative voltage if there is an input signal
(No Sync)
(d) Field-frequency pulses
(e) Picture-frequency pulses
(f) Line sample pulses (also at picture-frequency)
Derived from second input
(g) Line-frequency pulses
(h) A negative voltage if there is an input signal
(No Sync)
(j) Picture-frequency pulses
The UN171505 is constructed on a CH1/26A
chassis with index-peg positions 12 and 19.

General Description
A block diagram for half the UN171505 is given
in Fig. 1. Mixed sync pulses are fed to a field sync
separator and a 45-ps monostable multivibrator.
This duration ensures that the multivibrator is not
double-triggered during the field sync interval.
Both normal (positive-going) (X) and inverted (W)
line-frequency pulses are produced. Normal line-

Ng. I

frequency pulses are fed to an inverting pulsestretching circuit which merges the pulses to give a
negative output (Y) when there are input pulses.
The output of the field sync separator triggers a
4-ms monostable multivibrator at the start of the
second broad pulse to give field-frequency output
pulses (Q). Field and line pulses are shortened and
gated to give picture-frequency pulses which trigger
a 12-ps monostable multivibrator. The output (U)
of this multivibrator and inverted field pulses are fed
to a bistable multivibrator to produce a 4-ms
picture-frequency pulse output (R).
Fig. 2 gives some of the waveforms found in the
UN171505.
Fig. 3 shows the connections to both halves of the
UN171505.

Circuit Description
The circuit of the UN171505, given in Fig. 4,
comprises a number of simple basic circuits, but the
following points should be noted:
(a) Capacitors C22 and C23 across the collector
load of transistor TR1 and the input to the field
sync separator circuit respectively slow up the
pulse edges and thus provide a degree of
immunity against impulsive noise.
(b) Diodes D l and D4 are biased from the collectors
of transistors TR5 and TR9 respectively to

Block Diagram of the UN17/505

March 1969

Fig. 2

Waveforms in the UN17/505
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ensure that they are cut off for the whole of the
unstable period of their respective monostable
rnultivibrators.
(c) The field sync separator circuit and its waveforms are shown in Fig. 5.

UN17/505
(d) The pulse stretch circuit and its waveforms are
shown in Fig. 6.
Test Procedure
The UN17/505 is tested as part of its parent unit.

Ng. 5 Clrcuit and Waveforms for the Field-sync Separator

Fig. 6

Clrcult and Waveforms for the Pulse-stretch Circuit
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COMPARATOR UNIT UN17/506

February 1972

2

Introduction
The UN17/506 forms part of the sync- ulse timing
comparator 1 used in the Natlock system!
It accepts
the two-sets of signal inputs listed below; these are
obtained from a sync-process unit3 and a PAL
analysis unit 4 :
from remote syncs
line pulses
PAL-picture pulses
from local syncs
line pulses
inverter line pulses
line sample pulses
PALpicture pulses.
It accepts also two binary-logic d.c. inputs which
indicate no sync input of remote or local mixed
syncs to the process unit.
The UN17/506 provides three binary-logic error
control signal outputs, A.', R', F: in five combinations
which indicate the range of the timing error between
remote and local input signah. See Table 1. These
combinations also indicate the sense and rate of
timing correction required at a slavelocked remote
source to attain synchronism with a local (reference)

source. The front panel carries a red Error lamp
which indicates that a timing error is being detected
by the unit. The function of the unit is summarised
by Fig. 1.
The UN17/506, which includes four bistable units
type UN91528 on individual printed wiring boards, is
constructed on two boards and accommodated in a
CH1126A chassis using index pegs 13 and 20.
General Specification
Signal Inputs "

Waveforms listed above
and shown on the circuit
in Fig. 5.

No Sync Inputs (see Table 2)
no sync (binary logic)
nominal levels OV (inhibit)
-6V (permit)

4

Fast Retard

1

,

Remote Timing
w.r. t.
local reference source

Error Control Signal Outputs
logic states .
A'
R' F'

voltage levels
A' R' F'

more than 12 ps early

1

0

0

between 12 ps and 5 0 ns early

1

0

1 0 - 6

0

Normal

less than 50 ns

1

1

1

0

0

Advance

between 12 ps and 50 ns late

0

1 1 - 6

0

0

Fast Advance

more than 12 ps late

0

1

-6

.O

Retard

-

.

-

?

Table 2
<

Nominal
V~ltage

OV
-6V

Logic
Level

A ctrral Voltage

II

more tve than -1.W
more -ve than -45V

,

- 12V stabilised, 150 mA

Power Input

Table 1

Correction
Mode

*

Error Control Signal Outputs
(see Tables 1 and 2)
nominal levels OV (normal)
A', R', F'
- 6 (apply
~
correction)

I1

0

0

0

0

-6

-6

-6
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the Compamtor Unit UV17/506

Logic Description
The logic diagram of the UN17/506 is given in
Fig. 2. Operation is described assuming input waveforms that are derived from PAL colour signals.
The timing comparison between input signals takes
place in two stages and error signals resulting from
these two comparisons are combined in logic gates.
These processes are described below.

Picture-timing Comparison
Large errors in relative timing (greater than 12 ps),
are analysed in the PALpicture timing comparator.
Idealised waveforms (with exaggerated pulse durations) are given in Fig. 3 showing the sequence which
detects errors in PALpicture timing giving rise to
Fast Retard and Fast Advance outputs. Fig. 3 also
shows the sequence Picture Phase In which cancels
the Fast error signal when coincidence (k12 ps)
between PALpicture pulses is detected. (The analysis
assumes Fast Advance outputs immediately prior to
cancellation of the Fast signal.)

----e r r o r signal
gating
ond'no syncs'
inhibit

Positive Logic Convention

--------------------.----------OR 3

'no syncs' i n h i b i t 1
l o c a l 'no s y n c '

permit 0

I
I

bistable

r e m o t e l i n e pulses

line timing
comparator

1

1

local line pulses
inverted
local line p u l s e s
delay 2

l i n e s a m p l e pulses

Line-timing Comparison
Small errors in relative timing (between 12 ps and
50 ns) are analysed once per field in the line timing
comparator. Idealised waveforms are given in Fig. 4
showing the sequence which detects errors in line
timing, giving rise to Advance and Retard outputs.
When the timing error is too small to detect (less
than 50 ns) the outputs from both bistable 1 and
bistable 2 are logic 0, giving rise to the Normal
output. (See Table 1.)
Error-signal Gating
The outputs from bistable 8 (declaring picture
phase out or picture phase in) are used to inhibit
AND gates 7 and 8 during picture timing comparison
and AND gates 9 and 10 during line timing comparison, respectively.
The no syncinhibit signal t o NOR 1, NOR 2 and
OR 4 ensures that the R', A' and F' outputs are all
held at OV if either sync input to the process unit3
fails.
A front panel Error indication is given via NOR 3
if either R ' o r A'output is -6V.

---------------------remote
P A L - p i c t u r e pulses

I
picture
h a l f - t i m e pulses

I
PAL
picture timing
comparator

local
PAL-pict ure p u l s e s

Dl7133 A 4

UNl711061lT

~
of' the UNI 71.506
Fig. 2. L o g diagram
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Text continued on page 10.
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F i g . 3. l d e a l i s e d W a v e f o r m s in t h e
PAL- picture Timing C o m p a r a t o r

RETARD

ADVANCE

-

-

F i -g . 4 . Idealised Waveforms in
t h e Line- timing C o m p a r a t o r

Circuit Details
The circuit diagram of the UN171506 is given in
Fig. 5. This section gives details of those elements in
the' logic diagram whose functions need explanation.
R-C AND Gates (e.g. AND 3, AND 11')
The inputs to bistables 5 and 8, for example,
are each fed via a capacitor and resistor: these input
circuits are gepresented by AND gates. The resistive
inputs are fed from the collector of a transistor whose
alternative output voltages are insufficient to trigger
, the bistable. The circuit values are arranged so that,
with the more negative (level 0) resistive input, a
positive-going pulse at the capacitive input is insufficent to trigger the bistable, but with the more
positive (level 1) input, the pulse is suficient to
trigger the bistable. This circuit configuration thus
performs an AND function.

Delay Elements
Two types of delay element are used.
Delay 1 (R87, C29) is a conventional R-C parallel
combination. An input transition of 0-to-1 from the
collector of TR23 cuts off diode D35 and the charge
held on C29 decays via R87. When the voltage across
C29 reaches the threshold level of the input to
bistable 8, the next positive transition passed by C30
and R89 triggers the bistable. This triggering is thus
delayed by a duration (about 2'5 ms) determined
by the time-constant R87, C29.
Delay 2 uses a differentiating network (R22, C7)
to trigger a. common-emitter stage (TR6) from the
positive transition at the collector of TR7. The
output from TR6 is a negative pulse of less than 1 ps
duration.
m

Long-tail Pair
Subtraction of the two line-frequency waveforms
results in pulses of opposite polarity at the collectors
of TRI and TR3. 'Ihe positive pulse is .chosen t o
indicate the sense of the timing error and so t o set

bistable 1 or 2. These bistables are triggered by fast
positive-going edges and so, t o prevent triggering by
the .trailing edge of the negative pulse, the whole
negative pulse is removed by diode clippers Dl and
D2. The clipped waveforms are shown in Fig. 4.

Error-signal Gating and No-sync Inhibit
The gating of A', R ' and , F' output. signals in
NOR 2, NOR 1 and OR 4 is unusual.
Transistors T R I I , TR12 and TR13, TR14 in
NOR 2 and NOR -1 respectively derive their emitter
supplies via D23 from the emitter of'TR16 which is
turned on by the output from OR 2 a t the emitters
of TR17 and TR18. These are the conditions prevailing when both local and remote no sync inputs
are in the low (permit) state.
A no sync input in the high (inhibit) stat? inhibits
the action of NOR 2 and NOR 1 by turning on either
TR17 or TR18, thereby curring off TR16. This
action removes the supply from NOR 2 and NOR 1,
thus holding the A' and R ' outputs at OV. At the
same time the F output is also held by OV by the
saturated transistor TRlS in OR 4.
Maintenance and Alignment
waveforms at certain points in the UN171506
are shown in Figs. 3 to 5.
Because all signal inputs (except V-axis switch)
required b l the unit are generated 'in the parent
equipment by constituent units3s4, the UN171506
must be tested as' part of that equipment.

Ref mences
1. Error Signal Generators (PAL) GE1 L/532,
GEl M/54Q, GE 1MI568
Picture Source Synchronising; Instruction P. 1
2.
Sync Process Unit UN 17/505
3.
4.
PAL Analysis Unit.UN17/5 17.
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OSCILLATOR CORRECTION UNIT UN17/509
Introduction
The UN 171509 is fed with picture-frequency
error-signal pulses or with trains of pulses on either
of two inputs. The pulses are used to drive a
stepping motor which is coupled to a 10-turn helical
variable resistor. This variable resistor is used as
part of the tuning circuit of an oscillator; see
0S2/505 and also Natlock System, Instruction V. I.
The UN17/509 is constructed on a CH1112B
chassis with index peg positions 13 and 19.

Circuit Description
The circuit of the UN171509 is given in Fig. 2.
Pulse Merging Circuits
The capacitors in the collector loads of transistors
TR1 and TR2 extend the duration of each input
pulse so that a continuous train of input pulses is
merged into one long pulse. A merged pulse starts
only after a break in a sequence of input pulses.
Because the input pulses, if they occur, are at
picture repetition rate the highest repetition rate
for the merged pulses is 12.5 Hz.

ilp

circuits

C

0lP

remote
tuning
re~irtor

Fig. I

v94 1 1

Block Diagram of the UN/7/509

General Description
A block diagram of the UN17/509 is shown in
Fig. 1. The input signal consists of a train of
error pulses at picture repetition rate to either of
two input terminals but not to both simultaneously.
In the slavelock mode, Advance error signals are
fed via pin 9 and Retard error signals are fed via
pin 11. In the genlock mode the error-signal
inputs are reversed.
The error signals occur as a continuous train of
pulses during the initial synchronising process and
as isolated pulses thereafter. The trains of pulses
are merged into single pulses so that the UN17/509
doesmot mistune the 082/505 during the initial
synchronising process. The merged pulses are fed
to the drive circuit of a stepping motorl. This
circuit has four possible states and is switched
between them by the merged pulses. The order in
which these circuit states occur depends on the
sequence of the input signals. This order controls
the direction of rotation of the stepping motor
which in turn controls the setting of the 10-turn
helical tuning resistor.

Drive Circuit
The merged pulses are fed to a pulse sequential
circuit comprising two bistable circuits and feedback
gating. The states of the bistable circuits, indicated
in Table 1, are switched by the pulses in a cyclic
manner. The direction in the switching cycle
depends on which of the two error signals is being
applied. This is shown in Table 2.
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Initial
State

State caused by error
signal on:

Order in which
the switches
are reversed*

Position of
the reference
pole

Seme of
rotation

pin 11

A

B
A

B

-

and so on
and so on

Stepping Motor
The stepping motor consists of two stators and a
permanent-magnet rotor which has 12 pairs of
poles. Each stator consists of two coils wired as a
single centre-tapped coil. Rotation in steps is
effected by reversing the direct current in each stator
in turn. In Fig. 3, which illustrates the principle
of the stepping motor, only three pairs of poles are
shown. The behaviour of the simplified stepping
motor is indicated in Table 3. The motor is

I

B
12
A

II

B

clockwise
10

1
m
1

A

and so on
and so on

stator-coils

*

starting from the position shown.

Motor

Test Schedule
Apparatus Required
Avometer Model 8.
Tektronix oscilloscope Type 5 15.
Square-wave oscillator with a 12-5-Hzoutput at
0 to 6 volts p-p.
Resistor of correct value to terminate the oscillator output.
1000 pF capacitor.
OA81 diode or equivalent.
Changeover switch.
6-volt supply.
15-way Painton socket.

reversed by operating one of the switches twice in
succession.
Fig. 4 shows an exploded view of the motor
used in the UN17/509. This motor should not be
dismantled.

Test Procedure
1. Check that the alignment between the motor
and the variable resistor is correct and that
they are free to rotate over 10 turns. Check
the mechanical zero of the meter on the unit
and adjust if necessary.

Fig. 3

illustrating the Principle of the Stepping

December 1969

Fig. 4

Exploded Vlew of the Stepplng Motor

2. Switch on and measure the voltage across
capacitor C13 with the Avometer. It should be
9-0 f0.2 volts.
3. Feed the output of the oscillator to the
UN17/509 using the test unit shown in Fig. 5.
Connect the oscilloscope to the collector of
transistor TRI and switch the input pulses to
pin 9. Adjust the output level of the oscillator
so that the amplitude of the observed waveform
is 4.2 f0.2 volts pp. Check that the motor
rotates clockwise, as seen from the front of the
unit.
4. Switch the input to pin 11 and observe the
waveform at the collector of transistor TR2.
Check that the motor rotates anti-clockwise.

Fig. 5

T& Unit for the UN171509
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